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~ cws from the J anuary meeting of the
Teachers College Board, reported in
Around the ISNU Campus, is most important. Construction of both a student
union and additional residence halls required approval. Board action means the
Unive rsit}' can go ahead with its plans
to make the campus a more livable spot
for students. As the Quarterly goes to
press, there's little more to report except
that alumni, student, and faculty dreams
arc beg inn ing to come true. And everyone interested in the U niversity will have
rn opportunit}' to contribute to the Union
as soon as details rega rding Universit y
needs arc worked out~

It's also good news, as reported in
Around the 1$1 U Campus, that the
T eachers College Board is thinking in
terms of pl,ins for a classroom building at
Xormal. Alumni will recall that legislators turned a dear car to major University building needs during the last session
of the General Assembly. By the time
Illinois lawmakers connn e again some
preliminary plans for a classroom building as we l1 as detailed plans for an ele•
mentary school ought to be ready.
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Anyone who takes the time to study
campus building needs recog nizes the im•
portance or adequate facilities for laboratory school and University class work.
And anyone who studies the situation
finds ,1 deplorable lack in facilities for
both types of work at lSNU. A state
like Illinois can do be tter.

COVER PHOTO: Graduate students examine cou rse offerings for the second
semester. The speech major, ?\.f arj orie
J ohnson, and geogra ph y major, Harold
Lim per, both obtained bachelor's degrees
at ISNU.

A I lSN'lJ GRADUATE STUOEXT f:-om British Guiana points ou'!: his hom~
o n the g lobe. Milton Fung-a-Fatt, biology major, shows Dick Godfrey, junior in
English, the distance he traveled to reach Illinois. He did undergrad uate work
at Illinois \Vesleyan before enrolling at Normal.

Letters from Alumni
A :Vl usic T eacher Again

Dec. 23, 1953
J an. 6, 1954

I have accepted a teaching position in the Springfield school system, teaching music in five grade schools.

I've been away from teaching for two and a half years;
although the time was well spent in my estimation, it's
good to be back. I'm hoping it won't be necessary for
me to take another "forced ,·acation" from it.
1\tlarjorie R eeves '45

61 l S. ixth St.
Springfield, Ill.

h certainly sccrns good to be receiving the Alumni
Quarterly each month. It has been several years since
1'vc been back to the campus, but I am looking forward
to it in the near future.
I am now employed as a rnathernatician for Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation of Detroit, \\'here we are \\'Orking on the new turbo-jet engines.

Please find enclosed one dollar for an Appointment
Book which I wouldn't be without.
Byron Zehr '51

265 10 Oakland St.
Roseville, Mich.

Dea th of Retired Teacher
Dec. 4, 1953
This is to bring notification of the death of Jam es
A. Fairchild ( di ploma 1900) who passed away November 17 at Angelus Hospital, Los Angeles, Calif., where
he had been since last May. A third stroke of paralysis

stationed at a small radar site near Chandler, Minn. VVe
arc both in hopes of returning to Newfoundland some

was the immediate cause.

day.

Mr. Fairchild retired from teaching in 1941. He
organized schools in the Philippine Islands from 1901
to 1904 and was responsible for starting a consolidated
school of eight districts and a county high school a t
Oceana, Va. lie remained as principal there for two

Dec. 14, 1953
We arrived back in the States in July and arc now

I'm going to start teaching again the first of Janu-

ary at a small country school. I will have the first six
grades, and it will be a new experience for me to teach
in a rural school but it will be a c hallenge.
Janet C11lliso11 Christian '51

(Mrs. Irvin J. Ch ristian)
Box 77
Lake Wilson, Minn.

years and then accepted a position at the \•Visconsin
State Teachers Col1cgc at LaCrossc. He was an instructor

in physics there for 30 years. During the last 10 years
before his retirement, he also served as dean of men.
?\1r. Fairchild had been a commissioned captain in
the Ann)' since the first \•Vorlcl \•\'ar and was at all times
acti,·e in community betterment.
I-le was married in 1905 to Edna Gertrude Mills

(d iploma 1901 ) following his return from the Philippine
Islands.
Gertrude Mills Fairchild
5947 Rhodes Ave.
North Hollywood, Calif.
News from Near and Far

Dec. 16, 1953
We had hoped to be able to come to H omecoming
this year, but that and corn-picking always seem to con-

flict with each other!
T.his past month I have decided to teach music in
the rural schools near here. I plan to spend two days a
week teaching.
Rsther Morris Funk '46
(Mrs. Robert Funk)
R.R. 3
Ottawa, Ill.

Dec. 30, 1953
have been keeping up with the campus news by
receiving the Alumni Quarterly. I a m very thankful that

1\ormal publishes such a book, because it brings the time
and place closer to 01' Normal.
I have rnet Dean Burridge, '5 l , here a t Ft. Sarn

Houston. He is playing basketball and is one of the leading scorers for the post team. Dean is working in the
personnel office.

I came to Ft. Sam Houston a month ago and have
been working in the Special Se,viccs Office for Brooke
Anny Hospital. I am also wrestling in the 167-pound
class, a nd in my first match I picked up five points by
pinning my opponent in 5: 15 of the second round. We
arc all looking forwa rd to the big Fourth Army Tournament in Fcbruaty.

yet. Spending almost five months in the hospital was not

George Egofske '52
U.S. 55432196
Ameds Det. 9940 TSU SGO
Brooke Army Hospital
Ft. Sam H ouston, T exas
Dec. 23, 1953
I doubt very much if your office knows that my husband, Jan Mandel, '53, is teaching mathematics and
chemistry in Barneveld, Wis. H e also coaches sports.
We both attended the University of Wisconsin this

a thing one would choose, but everyone was so kind, and

past summer and will do so again in June.

I am thankful that I did not have to stay longer as many
do. I go three mornings each week for the.-apy.
Lillian Noggins Harris ( 1944-46)
(Mrs. Mark Harris)
2719 - 10th Ave.
Moline, Ill.

We certainly appreciated the new Appointment
Books.
Tannie Sonoj,ol Mandel '52
(Mrs. Jan Mandel)
216 Thornton Ave.
Madison, \•Vis.

Nov. 17, 1953
I am improving with time. However, polio patients
have a slow recovery it seems, and I must use crutches
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THE ALU~'INt Q UARTERLY

Dec. 14, 1953
ha,·c received and enjoyed the A lu m11i Quarterly
from my old
away
this year, especially since I'm so far

W AT C H FOR MEET I N G
ANN O UNC EM EN T S!

friends and classmates. It's nice to know what is going

on back there and to read about some of my former pa ls.
:v!y husband and I did enjoy Homecoming festivities
when we were there this fall, but .l 'm sorry to say I

failed to register.
I hope the New Year will bring the Alumni Association continued success.

ISNU CLUBS PLAN SPRING

Beverly Boe/ J ohnson '53

(Mrs. Ernest Johnson)
115 E. Fifth St.
Long Beach, Calif.

MEETINGS IN ILLINOIS
*Champaign
*Christian

Dec. 28, 1953
I enjoyed reading the Homecoming issue of the
A /11 11111i Quarterly \'Cry much. Maybe I'll make the '55
H omecoming for that's when my husband will be out

*Ford
*I roq uois
·• Livingston
*Logan

of service.

Also, I wo uld like to thank Lhc Alumni Associatjon
for the 1954 Appointment Book. I will enjoy using it.
We have been living in El Paso since J une. I don't

* M acon

want to sound like a bragging T exan, but the weather

here is really ideal.

*Knox-\Va rren-M c rccr

*McLean
*St. Clair-Monroe
*Sangamon
*T azewell
·•Ma dison

The Chicago ISNU Club meets March 6

Barbara Zbinden Pyle '53

(Mrs. Andrew P. Pyle)
3930 l-lucco
El Paso, Texas
Hats O ff to ISNU

*Ka ne-Kendall
·•Kanka kee

I SNU CLUB OFFICERS WI LL HANDL£ ALL
RESERVATI ONS

S ee Y o ur Fr ie nd s A gt1in

Dec. 9, 1953

Mary t:d11a J ohnston, '52, Patty Jo Bray, '52, and I

started our second year of teaching in the Portland, O re.,
Public Schools in September. We were so glad to receive the September and November issues of the A lumni
Quarter/)•. ll'e read them from cover to cover and enjoyed them so much.
I am sending $2.00 for my alumni dues and the
Appointment Hook. Nothing was more appreciated than
last year's Appointment Book.
The week e nd of Homecoming Fred Chapma11, '52,
stopped in Portland on his way from Camp Roberts,
Calif., to Fort Lewis, \'\Tash., so we held our own H ome-

coming and Class of '52 reunion.
Before I close, I would like to say that the three of
us arc thankful that we arc graduates of ISNU. We have
had a c hance to compare our teacher e ducation with

o thers, a nd there is no doubt that we had the best. Our
hats off to I SNU !
Na11cy Am, Malk"s '52
5815 North Interstate
Portland, Ore.
About M iss Gowdy

Dec. 4, 1953

Following arc excerpts from an editorial concerning

a former lSl\U teacher, Miss Chestine Gowdy, which
appeared in a Fa ribault, Minn., newspaper following
her death last spring.

'·A woman who overcame almost burdensome obstacles during pioneer days to win an education, becamr

a high school and college teacher, earned an esteemed
FEBRUARY,

1954

reputation as an author of grammar and literature text-

books and through her lifetime of 92 years exemplified
the .highest ideals of good citizenship, dcse,vcs a sincere
tribute from all Faribault residents including those who

did not know he r. S uc h a woman was :Miss Chestinc
Gowdy . ...

''Perhaps integ rity is the word that best describes
Chestine Gowdy. T o be completely honest with others
a nd with herself was a prime conside ration with her. If

she was convinced of the rightness of he r stand, she was
not afraid to be in a minority- even a rninority of one."

It may be that you have already made enough
mention in the A lum11i Q uarter!)• of her passing to inform any of her former pupils of her death. I am pleased
that she kept in touch with many of them all these years.
•

o one who ever had any work with ~fiss Gowdy could

1

easily forget what a wonderful teacher she was. She read
my Quartert,, regularly and we often looked over her
class books to sec how many of her pupils I remembered.
I remember Mr. \ Viles very distinctly as he was a
student there when l was. l \\'as graduated in 1909, and

I lived with :'-1iss Gowdy while I was in Nonnal. I
came to Faribault to teach in the fa ll of 1915, and we
made our home together. So I feel her loss very keenly.
M yrtle Gmtry '09
7222 Third A,·e., N.W.
Faribault. Minn.

3

Great Personalities
What teachers a t ISNU do you remember as great
personalities? This ISNU alumnus, who was grad•
uated in time for military service during , vorld

War I, tells about his teachers at Non nal. A C hicago author and advertising manager, M r. Owens

has made good use of his educational background
though not in the teaching profession and still
remembers vividly his college days.

Did you have rhetoricals? . .. stud y supply and
demand? . . . shy a t mathen1atics? . . . need

another chance at the spelling test ? . . . The
Quarterl y welcomes articles abou t "other days"
at Nonna!.

DAVID FELMLEY: great personality, 1900-30.

can sometimes be a handicap- at
PERSONALITY
least temporarily. Of this we were assured se,·era l

interesting.

years ago by an alumnus of an Eastern university, who
commented on a promotion made in one of the science

man in many ways. As we recall his conversations, and

departments at his alma mater.
"The choice lay between two men. Let's call one
Smith, the other Jones. Both were about equally bril-

under the charge that he had made his contribu tion too
President Felmley was, of course, a remarkable

liant in scien tific attainments. But Smith was articulate,

his frequent discourses in General Exercises, he seems
to have been singularly g ifted for what might be called
"table-talk." He talked much, and well, on seemingly
minor as well as major rnatters. There was style in his

and he stood miles ahead in terms of personality. Jones
never bothered about courtesy to anyone, unless to a
superior. His scientific writings were jargon- a head-

talk, and even the apparently trivial observations woven
into it were usually worth remembering. "The ideal
in dress? Dress so that I can converse with you for a

ache to read. And yet, imagine my astonishment when
the dcpartrncnt head, whose word was decisive, recom-

clothing." .

mended Jones."

the spelling test. What does that signify? Why, that

The alumnus paused to let this sink in, then con-

tinued, "And how do you suppose this department head
explained the decision against Smith ? Here's what he
said- 10h, Smith is all right, I suppose. But he annoys
me . He neve r writes anything in proper scientific language. The fellow always tries to make it int eresting'."

Those of us who were students at Normal about
1914-17 had good cause to congratulate ourselves that

n, such test was applied in choosing the men and
women who had the responsibilities of administration

and teaching there in those days. And we should be
surprised indeed to learn that there has been any
change since.

Making School Interesting
Were you ever honored by inclusion in one of

David Felmley's sessions in Rhetoricals? If so, you
must know that you could emerge considerably shaken;
hut, on the other hand, no one ever came away laboring
4

half-hour, and never have the slightest memory of your
"This student made a pc1fcct g rade in

he has a fine eye for form." . .. "The trait I most admire
in our colored students is their loyalty."

Dr. Felmley's discourse, like Dr. J ohnson's in Boswell's Life, that g reatest of a ll biographies, had overtones. It comes vibrating down the years, still alive long

after mere facts have been forgotten.
Dean Orson Leroy Manchester was the magnificent transformer of the abstract into the concrete,
the teacher by parables, the captain who conquered the
Unknown with well-directed missiles made from What
You Already Know. He taught Economics to students
by making them Fishermen, who marketed their imagina ry catches according to accepted economic la,,·.

H e taught Industrial Historv by casting the membe rs
of his classc-; as "\•Vhitc the Republican," "Johnson the
D emocrat," and "Scott the Single Taxer," and so on;
and making them expound their assigned "doctrines."
Dean M anchester introduced us to Smith's W ealth
of Nt,tions in somewhat this fashion: "Remember the
THE ALUMNI Q U ARTERLY

at

ISNU

by I-Jarry J. Owens

author, Adam Smith: Adam, the first man; Smith, the
first family. And fi x the d ate of this book's publication
in your mind, by remembering that it came from the
p ress the year o ur Declaration was signed, 1776."
Elmer Warren Cavins stands out fo r h is Lincolnian
stature- a tall exclamation point surmounted by a
sparkling smile. H e had an endless fund of pointed
stories. He was strongly attracted to students who had
ambitions. H e once confided to a \,·ould-bc w rite r, " I
have fooled with stories all my life. But the story in my
rnind is so much better than it seems when written
down, I never get one ready for a publisher. L et's talk
about this some more."
J une R ose Colby seems as much alive today in
memory as she ever was in life. One can still see her
come into her class-room filled with all the eagerness
of a child into a play-room filled with fascinating toys.
English Literature was her realm of the Sp irit, immeasu rably superior to any kingdom of this world.
H er classes were an alternation of scintillating con,·cr-sation ( her s ide of it, at least), and of chosen passages read in a m a nner that made one feel h imself in
the presence of a distinguished actor. he did not read,
in the ordina ry sense, but intoned in a manner that
obliterated all sounds of the real world from the quarreling of jaybi rds outside the window to the distant
clanging of the Normal Loop car as it rocked along on
its appointed rounds.
The bloody business of the Thane of Cawdor! The
fantasia of Bottom and Titania and Oberon- with faery
music never before heard in heaven or earth! Ad\·cntures
\,·ith painters and bishops and saints and sinners through
the tangled yet poetic wilderness of Browning- with
~1 iss Colby, the inspired guide who must have k nown
the poet's soul nearly as well as he did himself. T his
teacher was contemptuous of examinations, final o r
otherwise; but she created true lo\·crs of literatureand we know that her shining spirit wanders still the
lanes and highroads of divine Poetry.
omc of us had the rare good fortune to take our
first uncertain steps as teachers at U . H igh under the
guidance of M iss Alma Hamilton. A channing person
always, Miss H amilton had the happy faculty- ascribed
by Newman to the true gentleman, hence it must a p p)y
as well to the perfect lady-of making the student
teache r feel completely at case. W hat one d id not know,
one could learn. Today's blundering (she was too completely kind to use su ch a word! ) could be corrected
tomo1TO\\'.
Miss Hamilton, to whom all her studen t teachers
must feel e\·erlastingly grateful, imparted by her example
what must surely be almost the first rule of successful
tcachin~: Begin by making the student free of all fear
and selfconsciousncss- bring him to forget himself in
the joy of doing his best, and mo,·ing always fonvard
in the bra\·e struggle toward perfection. l\1iss Hamilton
deserves a lo\·cly cameo set in a sunny wall, beside a
path where all student teachers oass.
·
And what a teacher was Miss Edith Irene Atkin 1
T here carnc to her once a dunderhead in math, frusFEBRUARY,

1954

trated, and asha med. H e could think only in te rms of
the concrete; abstractions gave him vertigo, followed
by depression a nd despair. She greeted him wi th a
ma1Yelous and reassuring smile. " \•Vhy, you will be one
of the most interesting students I ha \·e ever had. Sign
up for Ad rnnccd Algebra, by a ll means. We will win
out on·r this- Something- that is troubling you. Sec
if we don't." He signed up . and with the patience of a
halo-cd saint she guided his feet around the pitfalls
that had p reviously made M athematics for him a
Place of Skulls. Grad ually he caught on, and emerged
a t last with a decent grade. Write Edith Irene Atkin
a:,.ong the ~1ighty Teachers!
!'\umber also arnong the bclO\'Cd and unforgettable
teachers kindly Prof. Herman G . M ilbradt, who bravely
taught us German as the gloom of war arose in the East.
\\'e read Storm's "Immcnscet .. In St. J u rgen," and
' ·Aus dem Leben eincs T augenichts." Also "Soll und
H abcn" and "Der Schicfcrdccker." And, as the cannon
muttered C\·er neare r. we still sang the exquisite German lieder.
On one of those troubled days the Zoellner Q uartcttc came to play on our Lecture Series. That afternoon good H err Ylilbradt held up a finger- HYour
attention, plcase! 11 he said . .. \¥e ha\·c for our delight
this C\·cning the music of surpassing artists. Each
musician is a master. YCt; you will observe that the
Quartcttc has practiced in the auditorium since early
morning." It is a g rief and a shame to remember what
war hysteria did to gentle souls like Herr :V[ ilbradt.
The firecatcrs insisted there was no such thing as art
from Germany. And yet (bitter irony! ) when we soldiers detrained in Charing Cross Station at London,
we found the walls plastered with cards announcing
concerts in Albert Hall, that featured the m usic of
:Mendelssohn, BecthO\'en, Bach , M ozart, and the other
immortal German composers. This in England, after
three years of the bloodiest war.
It may be said of the great teach er, as of the great
writer, that hr has wisdom of the heart as wel1 as the
head. H e tries to be "one on whom nothing is lost."
He is a human being with boundless compassion. And,
along with all t.his, he has Christian humility enough
to impose on himself the obligation of trying hard to
make everything he says- and writes-interesting.

This alumnus w ho gained recognition with

" T he Scandalous Adven t ures of R c yna rrl
the Foxn soon will have anothe r humorous
publication in print- "F a ust : A Puppet
Pla y," being brought out in a limited fine
edition by the C a xton Club, Chica go.
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A SPEC IAL E DUCAT ION GRADUATE STUDENT, Dolores Lau£, initiates a blind girl into the world of Braille books.

A Senior Views the Graduate School
by Pot Donahue
E graduate program at Illinois State Normal UniT H,·crsity
is a comparati,·ely new development, having
been o:·ganizcd less than 10 years ago. Advanced courses
were offered for the first time during the summer session

of 19H, after authorization by the Teachers College
Board on July 12, 1943.
ISNU now offers five distinct types of curricula.
Th~sc include the following.
Curricula for c1erncntary, secondary, and junior
college teachers with specialization available in a

wide ,·ariety of subject-matter fields.
Curricula for teachers of special education with
111.ajors in five areas.

Curricula for supervisors, both of instruction and
student teaching.
Curricula for guidance and personnel workers.
Curricula for administrators, including superintendents, clementa1y principals, and secondar~,
principals.
6

Departments of the University with graduate programs
include those of art, biological science, business cduca•

tion, education and psychology, English, foreign languages, geography, health and physical education, .home
economics, industrial arts, mathematics, music, physical
scicncc1 social science, and speech.
Since the graduate program was organized, O\ ·cr

300 students have received the Master of Science in
Education degree a t I SNU. The number has grown
from just two graduates who received the master's in

1945 to approximately 60 who received advanced degrees every year for the past four years. Some 120 students are now enrolled in the graduate school. Summer
session enrollments have been approximately double
those of the regular year.
Students Have Varied Programs
The breadth of offerings on the graduate level
gives students opportunities to select from many differ-

ent areas of specialization. One student, William KenTHE ALU MNI QUARTERLY

nedy from Lockport, now completing his work expects
to be the first to get a master's degree at I SNU with a
major in Latin. Bill, as he is known on campus, one<'

studied for the ministry. He majored in E nglish d urinp
his undergraduate work at DePauw University a l
Greencastle, Ind. Asked why he switched to Latin for
a m ajor field, the quiet, well-dressed student answered
that he liked it best of all the languages he studied.
He is well qualified to make that statement because
he has studied Greek, French, Spanish, Hebrew, and
Aramaic, as well as some others less well kno wn.

The linguist expects to graduate in August, 1954.
For his thesis he plans to analyze the contribution made
by the study of Latin in the secondary schools to the
aims of education. "A doctorate is a live possiblity,"
the enegetic young man reports. First of all, howe ver,

he plans to teach in Jllinois for a time. Bill is married
and lives in Cardinal Court at ISNU.
Blind Student T eaches Braille
Dolores Lauf is a graduate student who is employed as a faculty assistant. Her home town is Belleville, but she a ttended high school at the Jllinois School
for the Blind at Jacksonville. As might be expected of
one who is blind herself, "De" majors in special cduca•

tion, working with the blind and partially sigh ted. As
part of her assignment as an assistant, she teaches the
reading of braille to blind children. T eaching the blind
is not much more difficult than teaching sighted ch ildren,
she expla ins, except that the blind must have touch
training. "That slows down the learning for a time, but
they soon catch up," she emphasizes.
The smiling ,..,,oman, who once was a model for the

ISNU art department and once reigned over the Gamma Phi circus as q ueen, qualified for scholarships that
have aided her in college. One, for which she must

apply every year, comes from the Illinois Board of Education for the Blind and Deaf. The other, which she
had for one year, was g iven by the Ga iley Eye Clinic
in Bloomington.
"Den plans to graduate in June. Her thesis is to
discuss the difference between the auditory discrimina-

tion of blind and sighted people. As for the future, she
explains that she would enjoy teach ing the blind at the
lower age levels. "Of course, I would like to teach at
Jacksondllc, but there is a long waiting list of teachers
wanting to get o n the faculty because the school is

rated as one of the top schools for the blind," she points
out.

Pos! Graduate Takes Electives
Another special education major interviewed already has her degree and is doing post graduate work
at ISNU. M iss K athleen J arrett received her M aster
of Science in Educa tion degree in 1947 and directs
special education in the Rloomington schools. She super,·iscs student teachers from ISNU. Miss Jarrett likes the
small classes of the graduate school in Normal. She
states that, although she missed some va luable discussion to be gained from large classes, the gain from in-

dividual help of teachers compensated for that.
" A doctorate in the future is not an impossibility,U
she says, "but I want to work more in special fields and

get some of the electives I couldn't get while working
for a degree."

Wh ile in undergraduate school, Miss Jarrett belonged to the honorary geography society, Gamma
Theta Upsilon. She was initiated into K appa Delta Pi,
honorary society in education, this year and also bc
longs to Delta Kappa Gamma, an organization re4

stricted to teac.hers in the field who have contributed
to education.
!vliss Jarrett, who lives with he r mother in Dloomington, plans to stay in the local system for some time.

Since she pioneered in special education there, she
wants "all the bugs out of the organization" before

leaving.
Bloomington Man C hooses T eachers College
\•\larrcn Q uenscl is a graduate of the Uni,·crsit y of

Illinois. He started there in electrical engineering but
transferred into education with a major in mathematics
during his junior year. H e chose to work for his master's

at ISNU because it is a teachers college and near his
job a t Bloomington High School. H e is in the industrial
arts department of the school and teaches one year of
driver training. He plans to get his master's degree in
June. As far as this graduate student now knows, he

will write his thesis on the History of the Development
of General Shop Classes in Central Jllinois. One of his
'(pct peeves" is the tendency of academic teachers to

pry the good students away from industrial a rts. He
says that the poor student also tends to be poor in coordination and may be dangerous around machinery,

HOME ECONOMICS GRADUATE STUDENTS demonstrate portable and standard scwint machines for an undergraduate.
To the ri"ht is \ Villiam Kennedy, tJ1e first Latin major, scheduled to receive a master's degree from ISNU. He and one 0£ his
University Hii:h School pupils present the emblem 0£ the Roman Empire to the Latin class he teaches as a ~raduatc student.
F EBRUARY,
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GRADUATE ST UDENTS IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION discuss a class project wilh their instructor.
From the left the group includes: Barbara Sprayberry, Marian
Niehaus, Or. Gwen Smith, and Wilma Isenberger.

whereas the good student i~ also good in industrial arts.
Since this industria l arts teacher is now settled in
Bloomington with his wife and sc,·cn-yca r-old boy, he
plans to teach near Nonnal. or at Bloomington H ig h,
as he is now doing. At some time in the future, howl'VL'f, he would like to do g raduate work in the ,vest
b:::c~rns-:::, as he puts it, ul want to sec more of the
cou:1try."

Music Assis:ant Teaches
Another facu lty assistant is Alice Purdcs fron1
Madison. This music major assisted Prof. Wayne Sherra rd with the ma rching bands during the football
s{':.ison. Now that the season is over, she is assisting Dr.
Leslie Isted with his \\·ork and doing substitute teaching. She has taken o,·er voice classes a number of times
as we ll as one or two other classes on special occasions.
In unde rg raduate school, Alice had an instrumental
major and a vocal minor in music. She transferred to
ISNU from Bclle,·ille Township Junior College and received her Bachelor of Science in Education degree in
January, 1953. Afte r rccei,·ing he r master,s degree, she
plans to teach in the junior college, which is now in the
process of building up its facilities. The music major
has not yet chosen the title of her thesis but intends
to base the study on some phase of instrumental music.
She participated in ma rching and circus bands during
h er unde rg raduate work but is now concentrating on
her participa tion in orchestra. ;v!iss Purdes was elected
to Kappa Delta Pi, honorary education g roup, in the
fall.
Studen ts Come from Far a n d Near
Som!! of the g radua te students have come quite a
distance to ISNU. Milton Fung-a-Fatt came this yea r
from British Guiana to major in biology. Mario n Bodendein received her B.S. at Whitewa ter, Wis., State College and is now teaching while taking g raduate courses
in business education at ISNU. E sthe r D unn is teachi ng
at Irving Junior High School, Bloomington, and supervises student teachers at that school. She is also doing
g raduate work in business education. Nellie ~1olinc,
assistant s uperintendent of schoo ls in McLean County,
is taking courses as a post g raduate student. She received her master' s degree from ISNU.
Of the 129 advanced students enrolled the first
semester: approximately 75 a rc estimated as teach ing
close by wh ile at tending la te afternoon, evening, and
Saturday classes in the g raduate school.

8

Opinions Reveal Strong Points
Since the g raduate program is constantly being
re,·iewed and evaluated, some of these and o ther students were a sked about the strong and weak phases of
the prog ram. There seemed to be agreement, first of all,
that the individual help given at ISNU is very valuable.
One student chose the University because of the interest taken by the faculty in the students. H e felt he
could discuss freely any difficulties or problems he m ight
have about graduate work.
Anothe r student fe lt that the cou,~e offerings in
subject matte r fields might be more flexible because of
the different backg rounds of students who received
degrees from other colleges and universities. Others
think that there is not e nough choice in electives. One
said tha t there is too much stress on research and not
enough on the making of better teachers. H e felt that
students should do more laboratory teaching and more
studying of the techniques of teaching. In his words,
'·A Master in Education should m ean a master teacher.
but it often doesn't."
However, the latter student suggested that nothing
one studies in the graduate school does any harm,
especially since g raduate students often tend to narrow
down to special subject fields and lose perspective . None
of the students interviewed seemed to feel that the thesis
requirement was a deterrent to their studies. They also
said that the ratio of 12 hours in ed ucation and psychologv to 20 hours in a specific subject field was a good one.
Dean Looks to the Future
The ISNU graduate dean, Dr. A rthur H. Larsen,
secs the task of the teachers colleges as the "education
of teachers who know the needs of the public schools
and have a background of experience and education
which will enable them to meet those needs." H e believes, therefore, as society and the schools change,
becoming more complex, so the graduate program must
be evaluated and changed to meet new needs. T he U niversity constantly reviews its program with the purpose
of imp roving it. Progress has been made since the summer of 1944, when g raduate work started at ISNU;
and e,·e r~ effort will be made to continue the development of a strong graduate school for the U niversity.

As a sen ior in business education, this
author completed her course work for the
bachelor's degree at the close of the
semester. Soon after leaving ISNU, the
former student journalist in the publicity
office became M rs. David L. McDonald .
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Graduate Work

1n

Biology

by Donald T. Hies*

the start of graduate work at I SNU, the deSINCE
partment of biological science has awarded a number

A nunlbcr o f thesis problems have been carried on

that concerned the " ·ater supply of graduate students'

of master's degrees to students, the major part of whose
work was original research and which, in many instances,

own communities and .ha,·e resulted in e, ·entual state aid
in the revamping of the communities' water supply. K en-

resulted in the solution of community problems. T he d epartment has been .highly gratified with the work clone
by these students, who have in many cases been given

neth Robley, working on the water of Lovington, discovered not only pollution of the town water supply but
also back-siphoning in the high school. As a result of

just recognition in the communities where their work

h is very careful research entailing many hours of labora-

was carried on.
The nature of many of the thesis problems necessitated permission from local authorities as well as cooperation from loca l and even state and federal agencies.
l n a ll instances this permission and cooperation were

forthcomi ng.
The graduate faculty of the department is made up of
Dr. E. :'vI. R. Lamkcy, Dr. Bertha Royce, Dr. Blanche
McA,·oy, Dr. Nina Gray, Dr. Louis Martens, Dr. Eleanor
Dilks, Dr. Dorothy Fensholt, Dr. L. Wallace Miller, and
Dr. Donald Ries, a ll of whom arc well qualified to direct
research in their various fields.

Communities Use Research
The first thesis ever submitted at ISNU for consideration was the result of a research proble1n carried on
by Miss Betty Wilcox. Miss Wilcox through a series of
laboratory tests, worked out rapid and new methods
that high school teachers could use for determining the
oxygen, nitrites, and nitrates prese nt in water and sewage

as a check upon sewage disposal and the fitness of a
stream for aquatic life. She a lso worked out a quick

method for the confirmation of pollution in water. The
results of her work were published in the T ransactions of
the Illinois A cadem)' of Science.
In some instances the thesis work is the result of an
individual's having been connected with some field p ro-

ject and some years later collecting data to show the
results of the earlier work. Such was the case with
Graham Thomsen, who submitted a thesis on the IOyear history of the Pittman-Robertson Act in Illinois. In
1939 Mr. Thomsen had been employed by the State
Conservation Department to carry on conservation work

in the McLean County area under the Pitu11an-Robertson Act. In J949 he returned to the campus and compiled a JO-year history of the work in this area, in addition to showing the ,·csults of the soil erosion control and
reforestation work that he had directed 10 years before.
This thesis entailed close cooperation with the farmers,
where the original work was done, as well as with the
State Conservation D epartment, which ve1)' generously
ma de all records in its files available. These records included not only published but much unpublished material. The work was of such caliber that the thesis is now

used by the State Conservation Department and the
Illinois State Natural History Survey as a source book.

tory work, the water supply has been completely rc,·ampcd; and he was e lected water commissioner of the
town. Robert Schneider, while doing routine water analyses in his hig h school classes, discovered that there was

intermittent pollution of the town water supply and
determined the solution. Even though the State H ealth
Department had made regular tests of the supply, no
one had happened to take samples at the time that the
pollution was present.
Other graduate research work that embraced long

hours of both field and laborato1)' work has also been of
great help to the community of Bloomington. Some years
ago Haro ld Manuel returned to the campus from service
"·ith the armed forces and made a sanitary survey of the
Lake Bloomington a rea, a project needing the permission

and cooperation of city officials. His work showed the
possibilities of pollution in the lake area, factors that
could lead to vc,y serious pollution of the lake. Since
the completion of this thesis, steps have been taken by
the city to eliminate sources of possible pollution. Along
with the work on his water survey, Mr. Manuel also
made a very complete mosquito survey of the Lake
Bloomington area, showing the species of mosquitoes

present as well as their breeding habits. The results of
this latter research were oublished in the Transactions of
the Illinois A cademy of Science.

While Charles Morrison was a teacher in the Bloomington school system, he carried on a survey of Miller
Park Lake, because of public arguments regarding its
possible pollution, for his thesis problem. This problem
also entailed many hours for collecting samples and

making tests on them in the laboratory. The results of
these tests showed the community that it had one of the
finest outdoor beaches in Illinois at that time.
O ther research problems have necessitated direct
contact with and the cooperation of many students in

different communities. Stanley Kennedy, by carefully
controlled experiments, demonstrated a correlation be-

tween hemoglobin level of the blood a nd p hysical fitness
in hig;h scl1ool athletics. While other ""orkers had showed
the relation of the hemoglobin level to health and actual
disease, it had always been assumed that the wide variation in the hemoglobin level of normal people prohibited
the use of this level as an index of athletic fitness.
:-.1rs. Alice Carter, an I SNU graduate and public
health nurse with the University Health Service, carried
on a study in small and large city schools to determine

* Associate
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what functions of a nurse could be taken over by the
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teachers in an acute nursing shortage. The results of her follow the changes; and his thesis gave him a new textwork have been used by national public health author- book, Nature's textbook, from which h is students could
!cam fi rst hand many things they could not learn from
ities.
books.
Oon Carlock, working in the field of public health
Muriel DePauw, a teacher in Normal Community
and .hygiene, carried on a study of the general health High School, became interested in iris insects and
laws of Illinois as well as a study of the health history of worked out the life histo ry a nd control of the iris borer.
a typica l Illinois town, shown by a careful im·cstigation She developed .her thesis to show the importance of
of the J oliet schools. After the completion of this work, associating the study of insect biologies and control as a
community problem. It was the first time that the life
Ylr. Carlock accepted a position as health educator with historv and control of this insect had been studied carethe Tuberculosis Association in Glen Ellyn, where his fully in this state, and she thoroughly tested several
promising new spray materials for its control.
work has been put to good use.
John Carlock, while a gradua te student, taught
M any hours of exacting field work combined with
hours of labora tory work are the rule rather than the ex- science in the Metca lf School. He discovered the need
for simple experiments the children could perform that
ception in assembling data for a thesis in biology. An- would clearly show various principles of science. I n his
dreJs Pa loumpis was interested in aquatic biology. After thesis on "Science Expe riments for Elementary Schools,"
consulting with his major instructor at ISNU he had a he presented a fcl•.r simple science experiments to show
consultation with Dr. William Starrett of the Illinois the application of scientific principles to present-day
S tate Natural History Survey Field Laboratory at Ha- life situations. He also outlined a method for planning
\'ana. His work on a bottom study of two Jakes near ,·alid demonstra tions.
Havana meant long hours of collecting bottom samples
Eugene Morin, another I SNU graduate, was keenly
in all kinds of weather. T hese samples were then brought
into the laboratory for study. The results of these analy- interested in parasitology and veterinary medicine. In
ses were not only of importance in showing the availab]e .his thesis he developed a cooperative project involving
fish food present in the lake, but opened ma ny other the teach.er, veterinarian, and local health authorities
problems. As a result of this initia l work, Harry J ackson that showed the importance to the community of the
began a problem on the turbidity and oxygen content of inclusion of some parasitology in a high school curricthe same lakes. The results shown will be of great im- ulum.
Howa rd Clark, a teacher at Lewistown, chose an
portance to inland lake fisheries. T he work of both of
these graduate students will be publi~hed shortly by the ecological problem for his thesis subject. For this he
Illinois State Natural History Sur,·ey, without whose co- made a careful study of the ecological development of
the trees of Funk's Grove, showing the type of new
operation the work would not have been possible.
Other problems have often developed on the job. g rowth coming in as the virgin timber reached maturity
While Ha rold Hungerford was working in the medical and died.
inspector's office at an Anny post in Oklahoma, the Resea rch O ffers Incentives
mosquitoes there increased to such an extent as to become
It should be pointed out that all of these topics
a menace to the health of the command. Using the train- mentioned as thesis subjects were directly in line with
ing in entomology he received while an undergraduate the students' own inte rests and helped not only the stuat ISNU, he started a survey of the mosquitoes. This dents in their teaching but also became of great value
survey included the discovery of a new species of mos- to others in the same fields. Working on a research probquitoes and was the basis of his master's thesis. His wo rk lem of his own choosing, those of us in biolog ica l science
was considered so important by the Army that he was feel, gives the student more incentive to do a more
g ranted six months' detached duty to rctum to ISNU thorough a nd complete piece of work. H e faces a chaland complete the thesis and other requirements for the lenge that requires personal ingenuity and resourcefulmaster's degree.
ness. He often comes face to face with questions which
Two students, Miss Elizabeth Powell and H erman only further research will answer as well as new probEifert, felt the need of furthe r wor)< to develop nearby lems which may lead to other areas of study.
" ·oodlands for outdoor classrooms. Miss Powell, a teacher
In addition to using the many facilities available
in the Bloomingt on elementary schools, made an exten- through field contact with their problems, the students
sive survey of Funk's Grove. There she followed the not only learn the use of laboratory facilities but also
development of the woodland floor from week to week that exha usting hours must be spent in the library
throughout two years. She even made seasonal mimeo- searching through already published literature. In many
graphed sheets, giving the location and time of year of cases a student has become so deeply interested in the
specific floral developments, that were sent to all teachers results of .his research that he is not satisfied with comin the Bloomington elementary schools so that guess work pleting just the bare minimum requirements for a
about the woodland might be removed. Herman Eifert, master's thesis. He learns that in original research a
a teacher near Springfield, felt the need of more field problem is never really completed.
work for his science classes. Near the school was an
While the biology department has not had a large
interesting a rea along Lake Springfield. He started an number of theses prcscntcd- 16 master's degrees have
intensive ecological survey of the area, which had once been awarded since the beginning of the graduate probeen farmland but was flooded when Lake Springfield gram at ISNU- the members of the staff a re well
was made. There had been a g radual c.hange of the pleased with the caliber of their graduate students and
flora and fauna . Through careful study he was able to the theses that .have been written.
0
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Sarver--All-Time Scoring Ace
by R II ssell Steele*
ASKETBALL and Bill Sarver are almost synonymous to ISNU students and other fans who follow
the fortunes of the Redbirds on the hardwood. The
Chenoa redhead, who sets a new ISNU all-time record
evcrytime he scores, is again leading Coa,ch Pim Goff's
men in scoring as the R ed and White bid for honors in
the tough Interstate Conference. Sarver is the kind of
player coaches dream about in this basketball age when

B

a point a minute will not win games, and scoreboards

often turn over on the second 100 before the final gun.
As a junior, the five foot, 11-inch sharpshooter surpassed Glen Honsbruch's all-time scoring record of 1,254
points in four years. Sarver totalled 1,282 duri ng his
first three years of play and has maintained h is torrid
pace again this season-counting 330 points during the
first 13 games. This g ives him a total of 1,612 points in
all games played for I SNU. H is 568 points during h is
junior year brought him the honor of most valuable
player in the IIAC as well as recognition as the 20 th in
the nation among small.col1cge individual scorers. H is
game scoring average this season is up over the 23. 7
maintained a year ago. The 24.3 point per game record
that he now has places him 13th in the nation in a recent National Collegiate Athletic Bureau listing of collegiate leaders.
A willingness to work hard to develop a variety of
shots has helped SatYer to gra dually improve his game
average. At first, depending almost entirely upon his
favo rite right-handed set shot, he now has good balance
including a drive-and-stop maneuver to either side of
the basket which has given him several field goals this
season. --r eams which gear their defenses to stop Satver
this season a lso find that the Redbirds have more team
scoring balance this year. The Chenoa senior manages
to set up a number of scores by teammates when the
defense doubles up on him.
Sarvcr's individual game performances thls year
ra nge from 18 in the opening game with Bradley to 38
against Wesleyan (a new Wesleyan gymnasium record) .
Local fans arc spoiled to the point that when Sarver
gets only 20 points in a g ame, it is considered a poor

BHJ Sarver shoots £or two more in a game here with Northern.

night. His high effort for a single game was not established against a weaker opponent. The 41 points, an

a ll-time !SNU mark, scored against Easte rn Illinois here
a year ago included a last-seconds shot which won the

game by a 9 1-89 score. T he ISNU hardwood star is
currently hitting a respectable 36 per cent of his field
goal attempts and 78 per cent of his free throws. A year
ago he topped the IIAC in free throwing, with a record
of 89.8.
The athletic talents of the C henoa senior are not
limited to basketball. He has played as a regular on the
baseball team, usually at second base, for three seasons
and won a letter in footba11 as a sophomore.

SARVER 'S FOUR-YEAR RECORD
Year
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Scnior•x•

Games

Points

26
24
24
13

309
410
568
330

Average
11.5
17. l
23.7
24.3

·X·With JI games remaining.

* Public ity \ \lrite r-Photog raphe r and Physica l Education
Instructo r
FEBR UARY,
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Elementary Education 1n Europe
by R uth Zimmerma n·•

LOREN, teachers, books, and school rooms are the
Cl-Ifbasic
,·isible ingredients of elementary education in
Europe as well as in America. It rnay be the use of the
\\'Ord ·'Arnerican is ill advised; for in the thinking of
1113.ny Europeans, and logically so, America means Mexico~ Chile, and New Brunswick j ust as surely as it means
the United States. H owever, the extremes of elementary
education in Europe arc probably as divergent in character, methods, and results as they are in the three
Americas; therefore, in this article I can merely a ttempt
to point out some things which seem of general significance.
C lo thes Sym bolize Education
A black smock and some form of book carrier arc
distinguishing ma rks of many school children in E urope.
In Greece, Italy, Turkey, and much of France one sees
the smock which is worn by both boys and girls all
through the elemcn ta1-y school. A teacher in a Paris
suburb explains that the F rench resent being fitted into
a mold, especially a b lack one, and that the child ren in
rhcir schools arc choosing their own smock colors. I n
England jackets and matching caps are worn, each school
selecting its own color. T he ch ildren in the other
count ries, for the most part, wear ordinary clothing as
ours do. However, in Switzerland the girls can still be
distinguished from ours, for nearly a ll have protective
aprons a nd their hair in braids. Boys, throughout Europe
generally, wear knee- breeches through the elementary
grades.
.J ust as in the United States the children go on field
trips, but w ith the added advantage that famous places
arc rclath·cly near whether they ,·isit art galleries, cathedrals, glaciers, factor ies, or other countries. Often these
groups ha, ·e week vacation periods. There is an international students' excursion association which arranges
for ,·cry cheap transporta tion and lodging. The teachers
who each "travel free with 20 pupils" are not always too
happy, especially when someone says, "Aren't you for-

Librar ian in the M etcalf School a t ISNU,
Miss R ul h Zim m erman recently spent 12
months in E urope, studying and traveling
in more than a dozen countries. H er interest in books for ch ildren led her to visit
especiall y in man y elementary schools.

lunate to get to go to Switzerland. . . ?" J ust as in the
United States there arc safety patrols, with perhaps the
added feature that the members take their responsibilities
a bit more seriously. ln fact, there is in general a more
earnest atmosphere in a ll school activities though there
arc the usual children who are "inattentive," " nervous,"
" mischievous," and who sometimes upset the formality
of the best disciplined classroom.
I was especially impressed with three things manifested by European children which I could wish for ours :
their knowledge of languages, thei r ability to express
themselves in writing, and thei r general tendency toward
self-expression pictorially. W.here the tourist trade is as
flourishing as it is in much of Europe, the knowledge of
several modern languages is essential- not only for hotel
clerks, but for bell hops, street car conductors, clerks,
porters, and a host of others. T herefore, the study of
la nguages is really a functional part of the school curriculum . And, as it increases opportunity for positions,
it also broadens cultural .horizons.
The ability of the average elementary pupil to exp ress himself in writing far exceeds the ability of ours,
whether in the thought itself, in sentence structure, in
the extent of the vocabulary, or in the spelling of that
vocabulary. It may be a case of the exercise book versus
the work book. T o juggle words so that they form
thought-provoking sentences in original compositions is
vastly different fro1n underlining or inserting the correct
word in sentences already constructed as they appear in
most of our work books. Many elementary children in
the U nited States who excel in oral expression produce
only mediocre written work.
S ketch Books R ep resent Europe
The marginal drawi ngs with which even the primary children illustrate their compositions in exercise
books, the sketches made in scrap books to keep green
the memory of a vacation, and the watercolors and
portraits one sees displayed in .hundreds of homes portray an interest in the artistic which in the United States
seems to be limited to a very small m inority. The Hollander who said to me. "The ones with the cameras arc
probably Americans" , was doubtless right. I think I
could say with equal conviction that the ones with the
sketch books are probably Europeans. Perhaps art, too,
is functional in a tourist area; for copies of art masterpieces in Italy, sketches of street life in Paris, and landscapes painted in the Alps form a goodly percentage of
tou rist purchases.
T he primary teachers in Eu rope are usually women ,
but beginning with the fifth and sixth school years men
begin to p redominate. In general, teachers there seem to
have more leisure than do ours. Nearly always there is a
tcachcrs room" where they meet for coffee and tea.
This pause allows for informal discussion of problems
11
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SCHOOL CHILDREN IN ZURI CH, Switzerland, became acquainted with the author of this article, when she visited them
while studying at the U nivcrsit)' of Zurich.

wh ile they arc uppermost, thereby perhaps eliminating
some of the needs for meetings of facult ies and committee:;. Such 1:icctings seem to be practically non-existent.
E\'crywhcrc the tcac.hcrs a rc friendly a nd as cager to
sho w what they arc doing as to learn of methods here.
Many teachers have studied in the United States. 1 was
struck by the statement made by a Canadian who had
attended Columbia University. As we looked at the p ictures and exhibits in an e lementary school in B ursa,
Turkey, she said , ' ·You can tell that someone here has
been to Teachers College."
In Europe just as in the United States there is g reat
,·c,riancc in philosophy a nd p rocedure. There is the
same clash between the traditional and the modern- the
difference being that the European tradition, which is
more deeply rooted by several centuries than ours, is the
more te nacious. In a system where one's rank in an
examination, usually taken at the end of the fifth or
sixth school year, largely determines whether one's future education tends toward a craft, a trade, or a p rof cssion, the accumulation of facts needed to pass the
examination becomes a paramount factor in the life of
each individual. Individual competition in an overcrowded country is necessarily much keener than we
know it in o ur comparatively spacious land. The remnan ts of a class syste m, partly based on an inte llectual
a ristocracy, is to be seen in many countries. All of these
factors play a part in de te r mining not only what is taught
but the methods used in teaching.
Amassing facts for competitive examinations tends
to pit !ndividual against individual. 'fhis is in direct contrast to o ur modern prog ram of elementary education,
which stresses deve lopmental experiences permitting child ren to work in g roups with the thought that such experiences arc valuable in preparation for life in a democ ratic socie ty. The ,:playing fields of Eton" which "won
the battle of Wa terloo" provided no better opportunity
fEllR UARY,
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for tearn work than our schools offer for winning the
b1ttlc of democracy. The unification of Europe may be
hindere d by individual competition, which is mirrored in
tl".c c~mpetition betwee n the separate provinces and
countncs.
Basic Diffe rences A ffect Society
To me, the symbol of individual competition is the
book bag which, in most E uropean countries, sprouts, in
the fo rm of a knapsack, from the shoulders of both sexes
at the age of six when they e nter school. At the age of
1 I or 12, when they enter the middle school, it gives
way to a brief case. Homework is inevitable! M any
teachers and parents decry the system of elementary
education which de mands so much of the child's day.
Some parents, part of them also teachers, whose children
we re in the United States during the war. arc enthusiastic about the developme nt in independe nt thinking
and oral self-expression which they asc ribed in part to
educational methods in the United States. This attitude,
in two cases, is evident in spite of the fact that the childre n involved, on returning to England, were not able
to pass the factual examinations permitting t hem to a ttend the secondary g rammar schools, attended only by
the intellectually elite. We a rc told that facts become
mraningful when considere d in the light of expe rience.
"It's a poor ru le that doesn't work both ways." No
doubt many of our g roup c xp~ricnccs could be improved
if the participants (both teachers and pupils) utilized
more facts gathe red from many areas. T he n these e xperiences, whether through the manipulation of known
facts, the repudiation of imagined facts, or the acquisition of new facts mig ht, in a live ly and mentally stimulating way, not only prepare the individua l for life in a
democratic society but instill in each a personal philosophy regarding his place in, and obligation toward, that
~ocicty.
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Around the ISNU Campus
New Residence Halls Approved

and workshops during J une, J uly, and August in off-

Construction of two new residence halls at ISNU
was ~uthorizcd by the Teachers College Board at its J an-

campus centers.
There will be no extended field surveys, such as

uary meeting in Springfield. Patterned after Dunn and

Barton H alls, the residences are to be built on Main
~.>trcct, across from Dunn and Barton Halls which face
an inner court.

0:1

The Board approved a recommendation a llowing
an issue of $1,375,000 in bonds to pay for the residences.
Providing the sale of the bond issue proceeds smoothly,
plans call for the beg inning of the project early this
summer. It is hoped that the buildings will be ready for
occupancy in September, 1955, if the project is begun as
planned. Apprornl of the bond issue was based on a
report from the Iloard's fiscal agents. According to the

report, three factors favored approval of the issue-<:onstruction costs today are lower; the interest rate the bonds
would have to carry is not as high as estimated earlier,

and the enrollment at I SNU is up. The brokers estimate
that by 1967 ISNU's enrollment will be 3,877. In addition, it was pointed out that the present residence hall
operation for the first six months of this fiscal year was
much more profitable than that of last year.
S:udcnt Union to Become Reality

The site for the proposed Student Union and the
issuance of $600,000 in bonds with which to build it met
with approval from the Teachers College Board in J anuary. The Board approved as the site the area between

Milner Library and the Administration Building. The
Union building, which is expected to cost about $750,000, will be an L-shaped structure in Georgian style,
with a ground floor and two upper stories. Brokerage
firms indicated to the Board that a $600,000 bonded
indebtedness can be carried on the Union b uilding on
the basis of probable increases in the I SNU student body.
Student fees will be the main source of funds to retire
the bonds. The other $150,000 of the estimated cost will
be raised through contributions of alumni and friends
of ISNU.
P resent plans call for the completion of the Student
Union by J a n. 1, 1957, in time for the Centennial Class
of 195 7 to use the structure.
Approval for Drawing Classroom Plans
The T eachers College Board at its meeting in J anuary also transferred $5,000 to ISNU for the drawing of
preliminary plans for a new classroom building. It was
thought that from the preliminary drawings, the Board
could estimate the classroom building's eventual cost and
seek a n app ropriation for it from the next legislature.
ISNU S ummer Program
The IS~ summer program will include the regular
eig ht-week s~ssion, June 21-August 13, and a number of
special features- all on the campus at Normal. In addition, the U niversity is to offer 15 to 20 extension courses
14

those to Europe the past three summers, scheduled this
year. The Field "t,rvey of Illinois will be offered again
by the geography department. The three-week course,

J une 14 -July 2, combines one week of undergraduate
study on the campus with two in a n umber of different
Jllinois communities.

A new feature of the regular I SNU summer program this year will be four non-cred it recreational trips
to various points of interest in ll]inois. Open to a limited

number of summer students for nominal fees, the trips
have been planned by the geography department to New
Salem State Park (with the pagea_n t there included ), to
Starved Rock and Mathiessen State Parks, to White
Pines State Park, and to the Ravinia Music Festival. T he
fi rst three trips are planned for Saturdays while the
fourth is set for a Sunday. All arc to be in J u ly. Dr. A.
\V. \Vattcrson a t ISNU is receiving advance registrations.

T he 1954 summer program will include eight oneweek clinics and three conferences in addition to the
course work regularly scheduled.
Inquiries regarding the I SNU summer program are
to be directed to Dean Arthur H. Larsen, Director of the
Summer Session, ISNU, Normal, Illinois.
P resident Fairchild V isits Three U niversit ies

On J anuary 6 President R. W. Fairchild represented
ISNU at the inauguration of Raleigh Warren Holmstedt
as president of the Indiana State Teachers College, Terre
Haute, I nd. As chairman of a team of visitors studying
college programs for the American Association of Colleges for T eacher Education, President Fairchild spent
three days in J anuary at Ball State T eachers College,
Muncie, Ind. Also serving as members of the visiting
team were Dr. Arthur H . La rsen and Dr. J. W. Carrington. P resident F airchild wound up .his tour as a college

vjsitor at the Universjty of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans.,
where in mjd~January he also served as chairman of a

visiting group for AACTE.
1953 Holbert Medal Winner Named
Robert H. Waller, an I SNU freshman from Whitehall, was named the winner of the twenty. first annu al

H olbert Medal. The award was made December 15 at a
banquet sponsored by Alpha Tau Alpha, honorary agriculture education fratern ity. Dr. .J. R. Holbert, vice
president and general manager of Funk Brothers Seed
Company, makes the award annuaJly to encourage proficiency in corn studies.

Former recipients of the medals since the contest
was originated by Dr. Holbert in 1928 and the yea rs in
w hich the awards we re made include : 11ilton 11athew,

1928; Kenton Kendall, 1929; Marvin Nicol, 1930; William K uhfuss, 1931; Ralph Whitmer, 1932; Ferdinand
Basting, 1933; Lawrence Hastings, 1934; K arl Mays,
1935; v\lilliam Lubben, 1936; William Ives, 1937;
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Harold McBride, 1938; H arland H offman, 1939; Lester
0 . Mehlberg, I 940, and Francis C. Kiesewetter, I 941.
During the war years of 1942-46, the awards were

discontinued. In 1947 Dr. Holbert resumed the contest,
with Gene Louis Elliott winning the medal that year.
Since then the medal winners .have included: John Craddock, 1948; Ollie Butler Myers, 1949; William D urward
Wolfe, 1950; David Lampert, 1951, and Charles Morine,
1952.

New Faculty Member Employed
Miss Elizabeth A. H ughes, a teacher in the Ottawa
Public Schools for over 20 years, .has been appointed to
a position as instructor in special education in the area

of the partially sighted. Miss H ughes holds bachelor's
and master's degrees from '"'ayne University, Detroit,

Mich. She was a lso graduated from the two-year course
at JSKU in 1927. She began .her new duties with the
beginning of the second semester.

Faculty Activities Listed
Several faculty rnembcrs have written articles which
have appeared in national magazines recently. Dr. Ralph
A. Micken is the author of one dealing with the study of
contemporary affairs th rough speech classes which was
printed in the January bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals. Dr. G . Bradford
Barber wrote " An Analysis and Evaluation of Forensic
Contests as Conducted in the Secondary Schools Within
the Arca of the North Central Association." This was
published in the J anuary issue of the Speech Teacher,
publication of the Speech Association of America. A
second article dealing with the same project was printed
in the J anua,y issue of the North Central A ssociation
Quarterlr. A Braille magazine, The H ome T eacher, used

Joint Alumni Council Meets
The J oint Alumni Council held its annual meeting
December 28 in Chicago.

an articJc titled "Teaching Partially Sighted," by Miss

The executive board, at the request of the Joint
Alumni Council, is to prepare a p roposed invitation to
the Alumni Associations of the University of Illinois and
the Chicago Teachers College to Join the Council of the
Alumni Associations of Illinois State Colleges and Universities. Constitutional changes will also be proposed.
The invitation and constitutional changes then will be
presented to the Alumni Associations of the present
members of the Joint Alumni Council for acceptance

Lillie Mac Rickman.

or rejection.

Among faculty members taking part in conferences
recently was Miss Verna H oyman, who appeared on the
program of the National Council of Teachers of English

Reports were given by the presidents on the crucial
problems of their respective colleges. All five of the
schools need additional plant facilities to meet anticipa ted enrollments. President R. G. Buzzard of Eastern
lllinois State College proposed that a survey be made to

at a meeting in Los Angeles, Calif., in late November.

During the first week of December William F. Anderson
served as chairman of a panel discussion at a District
Five meeting of the American Alumni Council in D e-

troit, Mich. Dr. Micken also presented a paper entitled
"Conviction in Debate" a t the national convention of the

Speech Association of America in New York City in
December.
Miss Cecelia Pe ikert provided the script and materials for a new motion picture released by the State
University of Iowa. Titled "Bulletin Boards for Effective
Teaching," the 400-foot sound and color film was produced for faculty meetings, teacher training classes, and

teacher workshops.

obtain an answer to the following question: "Do our

five state-supported colleges and universities have the
facilities with which their tasks can be accomplished in
the manner in which the state expects?" Both President
R. 'W. Fairchild of I SNU and President Leslie A. Holmes
of Northern lllinois State T eachers College spoke on the
agriculture problems that are being faced at Illinois
State Normal University. Baker Brownell, director of
area services at Southern Illinois U niversity, spoke for
President D. W. Morris who was absent. Mr. Brownell

said, "Regional development is important, and equipment is needed to adjust educational facilities to the area

Dr. Christine P. Ingrain, who is on leave from
ISNU while serving the T urkish Ministry of Education
at Ankara, spent the Christmas holidays at Damascus
and J erusalem. She also visited Beirut and Cairo, Egypt,
before returning to Ankara the first of J anuary.

in which Southern Illinois University is located." Alan
Laflin, director of public relations, speaking for Western
Tllinois State College, stated that buildings were the
greatest need a t the present time. President Frank A.
Heu was unable to attend the meeting of the Joint
Alumni Council.

Dr. Richard G. Browne Honored

of preparing material for press, radio, and television to

A committee was appointed to study the possibility
Dr. Richard G. Browne, now on leave from I SNU
while serving as educational coordinator for the T eachers

College Hoard, has been given a distinguished community service award by the Sp ringfield Manufacturers' and
Employers' Association. Presentation of the award was
made to Dr. Browne and the 24 other members of the
Springfield Schools Survey Committee at a dinner J anua,y 16 in the St. Nicholas H otel, Springfield. The group
was recognized for its "exceptional public service."
l'EllRUARV,
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interpret problems that will be faced by the five member
schools because of the increased birth rate and inadequate plant facilities.

The following officers were elected: president, Miss
M ary B. Purdum, ,vcstcrn; vice-president, ,villiam F.

Anderson, I SNU; secretary, J ohn R. Odaniell, Southern;
executive committee member, Harold Marker, Eastern :
executive committee member, Miss M ary \ \lilliford,
Northern.
1
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WHEATON'S 130-POUND REPRESENTATIVE is the victim as ISNU's Dick Bruno works for his fourth win by a fall.
·w restling continues to gain popularity with University students and other sports fans in the Bloomington-Normal area.

ha,·e 4-2 marks in league play.

the Red and White by 92-77 and I03-92 counts in addition to the 9 I-75 and 98-68 losses to Bradley a nd DeP:tul. Non-league victories were scored ove r Eureka by
a 108-51 count and Quincy by 85-62.
The high point of the IIAC season for local fans
c3;ne January 18, when the Redbirds topped Eastern in
M cCormick Gym in a 96-95 thriller to g ive the Panthers their only league loss in the season thus far. T he
Goffmen stopped Michigan Normal and Central Michigan by 89-63 and 75-62 scores here just before the

None of the four can claim the favorite's role although Eastern already has two ,·ictories over the South-

1:1ar1..: here January 16 against Northern in a 109-75

Redbird Sports
Four basketball teams, including the Illinois S·.ate
Normal Redbirds, remain in contention for the title as
the first round of play ends in the strong I nrerstatc

Conference. The Eastern State Panthers, defending
champions, are in front at the time of this writing with
a 4- 1 record while ISNU, Western, and Southern each

ern Salukis. H owe,·er, the Panthers must tackle Western
at f\1acomb and play a home game with Coach Pim

Goff's Redbirds during the February part of the schedule. Eastern has another team of amazing sharpshooters

but lacks the heigh t owned by the Western Leathernecks. T he Niacomb fi,·c, primarily a sophomore group,
average about 6 feet, 4 inc hes per man.

Southern's Salukis have already scored a ,·ictory
o,·cr \i\'cstcrn but ha,·e to make a return appearance at
M acomb against a different Leatherneck lineup. The

Carbondale men topped the R edbirds by 13 points
.January 9 on the Southern coun but also have to visit
'.\1cConnick Gym February 15. Northern Illinois and
the two Michigan league mcmbcrs- N{ichigan Normal
and Central :\ifichigan-•havc not been able to win o,·er

a nv of the four leaders but most of the Illinois members
of 'the conference ha,·c yet to make the two.game stand
on the home courts of Central and Michigan Normal.

The 4-2 league record owned by the Redbirds at
this time looks better than docs the o,·er-all mark of six
,·ictorics against eight losses. A tough early-season sched-

ule which included games with Bradley and DePaul is
partly responsible for this, but Coach Goff feels that the
Redbirds will be able to make a better mark in the
IlAC after having played teams which have what arc
considered "major" schedules by the National Collegiate

Athletic Bureau.
The 89-90 and 80-88 losses to Indiana Central and
\\fcsleyan were contests which could have gone either
way in the last two minutes, although l\1illikin topped
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Christmas recess and set a new gymnasium scoring

Yictory. Conference dcfea:s were handed the Redbirds
by Southern, 79-66 at Carbondale, and by Western,
36-75 in the January 30 game in i\1cCormick Gym.
The remainder of the varsity schedule includes a
full rou nd of play with II AC teams, meeting all opponcn:s except Southern away from home, and a return

ma'.ch with the Illinois Wesleyan Titans in McCormick
Gvm. A March I finale with Western Illinois at MacO:nb may ha,·c much to do with determining the

championship of the Interstate Conference as well as
th~ selection of teams for the state 'AIA (National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics) play-off at Huff
Gym, Champaign, later in March.

The steady play of Co-captains Bill Sarver, Chenoa,
and Bob Brenneman, ~1inicr, plus scoring assistance

from Fred Marberry, Peoria freshman, and Sophomore
Bob Riggenbach of Tremont, pulled the I SNU basketball men through four victories in their first fi,·c league
games. Brenneman, working hard on the backboards at
both ends of the court, is the team's leading rebounder
and also sports a 12 point-per-game scoring average.
:Marberry- Coach Pim Goff's frcshrnan find-is second
only to Brenneman in rebounding and has averaged 14
points per game for the first 13 contests, while Riggrnbach has a nine-point scoring average and has been a

steady defensive performer.
The problem of finding another forward to keep
pace with ~1arberry may have been solved just after the

holidays by Coac.h Pim Goff, when he promoted Les
Ik!lcman, Tremont sophomore, up from the "B" squad,
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where he had been outstanding a year ago and during

the first part of th is season. Heileman proccdcd to score
34 points in games here with Northern and Eastern,

which put the Redbirds out in front of the field in the
IIAC for the first time this season. He hit 15 field goals
in 20 attempts during the two games, scoring a number

of times on drive-in plays during a fast break.
Backing up Sarver and Riggenbach at the guard
positions have been Dewayne Davis, Normal; Bob

'"'itt,

Clinton, Iowa, and J im Olivero, Decatur. Three quick
field goals by Davis in the Eastern game were largely responsible for the 96-95 victory here over the league
champions. Both Dale Olson, Ottawa freshman, a nd Bob
Bryant, sophomore from Ashland, have seen action as

replacements for Brenneman at center. Junior Ed Hayes,
Bradley, was shifted to an assignment as a reserve for-

ward to make room for H eileman, while Earle :vlcGowan, Barrington; George Zigman, Taylorville, and

John Ellis, Mounds, have all seen reserve duty as forwal'ds.

"B" Basketball Men Are Winning
The basketball " B's" arc piling up another impressive record under the direction of Warren Crews. The
junior Redbirds have lost only one game-that one by
one point to \Vesleyan's "B" squad in a game in Bloom-

ington. Victories have been counted over the Bradley
freshmen, M illikin's seconds, Springfield J unior College
(2 ), and " B" teams from both Northern Illinois and
Eastern Illinois. 'J'he ·1 B's" have a chance to even the
count with \Vesleyan in a February game on the Mc-

Connick .hardwood and also have a two-game series to
complete with Eastern, Northern, and \,Vcstern Illinois
reserve teams.
Les He ileman, T remont sophomore, ,vas a standout

for the reserves until promoted to the varsity just after
Christmas vacation. Al M eyer, Grant Park sophomore,

has been the leading scorer for Coach Crews. Other
regular guards at this time arc Gerald Houchin, Seneca;
Don Hudson, Springfield, and Dan Iseminger, Quincy.

The forward positions on the reserve squad have been
rotated among Jack Kurns, Rock Falls ; Jack Dickerson,
Pekin; Herman Shaw, Edwardsville, and Frank Chandler, Chebanse. All of the group are freshmen as are the
two regular centers- Bill Knott of Canton and Russ

Thicms, Highland. Knott and Thicms were members" of
high school teams which rated the state fina l series last
~farch at Champaign as was Dale Olson, currently first
replacement for Co-captain Bob Brenneman on the Redbi rd varsity.

Maunen Remain Undefeated
Coach Gene Hill's Redbird wrestlers look like a good
bet to make a successful defense of their IIAC crown if
they can keep the present team intact during the second
semester. The grapplcrs show clean victories over the
U nive rsity of Chicago, Navy Pier, Southern, \•Vestcrn,
and \•Vheaton. O f the remaining dual meets on the

schedule, Northern's Huskies arc expected to furnish the
most trouble here February 13. Contests with Eastern,

Augustana, and Beloit should find the ISNU men favored. A chance to topple Northern from the Wheaton
Invitational throne comes Februa1y 27, and the annual
IIAC meet will be held at Carbondale March 6.
F EBR UARY,
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Chris Christian, Lansing, has not won in the 123
class but the Redbirds in the other eight divisions have
brough t about an over-all mark of 28 wins, 10 losses, and
two draws in all matches concerned in the five meets to
date. Dick Bruno, Blue Island, has the top record with
four wins in four 130 pound matches-all by falls. Dale
Sandrock, Pekin freshman and 137 pounder; IIAC
champion Roger Francour, 15 i representative from
Crivitz, Wis. ; and Ed Stock, Chicago 177 pound regular,
a ll remained undefeated du ring their first five matches.
George Braden, Moline freshman, has a 2-3 record
as 1'17 pound representative; J ohn Swalec, Chicago, has
won four while losing one, and heavyweight Gene H offman, Belvidere, has a 2-3 mark alt.hough he has usually
been outweighed by 20 or more pounds. Ron Reik,
Pekin, has a 1-0 record in the 130 class where he was
entered during the first meet of the year in place of
Dick Bruno.
Coach Hill's ability to come up with a nucleus of
experienced upperclassmen and one or two freshmen
good enough to make the varsity mat squad has been a
major factor in the undefeated season thus far, although
the ISNU mentor cautions that both Southern and
_ 1orthern are capable of wrestling the IIAC title away
from the Redbirds March 6 if a few key matches go the
wrong way.

The 130 pound showdown between ISNU's Dick
Bruno and John Reimer of Northern, who has never
lost a match to an IIAC opponent, promises to be one
of the determining bouts in the dual meet here February
13 as well as in the conference clash at Southern in
March. The only Redbird who is defending an individual title is Roger Francour at 157 pounds. Francour,

a lso a football and baseball ace for the Redbirds, won the
14 7 pound championship a year ago.
Swim Team Is Stronger
The Redbird swimrning team is well along toward

its best season yet under the d irection of Les Park, physical education instructor at the Illinois Soldiers and

Sailors Children's School. The tankmcn have a 2-2
record a t the moment with wins over Bradley and

Wesleyan and losses to :--lorth Central and the Missouri
School of Mines.
February and March contests with Monmouth,
Grinnell, Wright Junior College, Illinois T ech, St. Louis
university, and Beloit remain on the schedule. Coach
Park also plans to enter the eight or nine best Redbird
tankmcn in the North Central Invitational March 13.
The two most experienced swimmers on the Redbird
squad a rc Capt. J erry Curl, Paris, a distance specialist,
a nd Roger Hufford, individua l medley and freestyle ace,
of Bloomington. Other lettermen who have been scoring

points for Park arc Dave J effrey of Chicago in the backstroke; John Galbraith ~ M undelein, in the breaststroke,

and Tom Stolt of Elg in in the sprint events.
The work of a number of good first-year men has
strengthened the team. Freshmen Bill Johnson a nd Buck
M eads, both of Chicago, have scored firsts and seconds in
the backstroke and freestyle events, respectively. Don
Olsen, Bloomington High graduate, is also expected to
pick up points in the backstroke when he becomes elig-

ible during the second semester. Divers Pat Patterson,
Fithian, and Jerry Symons, Chicago, have improved

steadily and should continue to score for Coach Park.
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You Were There!
by W illiam F. Anderso,i"'
you only a few years have hurried by
FORsincesomeyouof were
students at JSNU- others of you
have watched half a century become history since you
walked the halls of Old Main as students. R egardless of
the lapse of time, whenever you think of JSNU and
classmates, a flood of memories sweeps over you ; and
you have a great desire ro return and once again trod
the paths of old. !t is our desire that vou will do just
~~

.

The Illinois State Normal University a lumni office
staff has a great variety of projects on which it works
each year, and they arc all enjoyable. However, the one
event all of us look forward to is class reunion time. This
year as in the past, class lists are u?1d rgoing revisions;
a;1d every effort is being ir.adc to ma!(C this year's re•
unions the best in the history of the University. The
following dates have been set asid e for reunions: June
11 , 12, 2nd 13. T he ninetv-fifth com,~encement will take
place on June 12 following the annual reunion luncheon,
and with these two important events scheduled, you will
C(!rtainly want to be on campus. Individual classes wi1l
plan special events for their rncmbcrs, and the alumni
office staff will furnish each group with a complete
calendar of events. C lasses which wil1 return to the
campus this year for reu nions a re : 1950, '49, and '48
(as a group) and '44, '34, '29, '24, '14, '04 as well as
1894 and '84.

then. The custodian was so frequen tly away that a
member of the faculty, happen ing to catch him, introduced him as 'our cuss-todian.'
Ladies who had come from Egypt to sec the wonders of
the world would si t down and read that register through,
and a laugh surely indicated a thought of some old
scene in Normal Town.
One day's events may not be amiss:
8 :1 0 a.m.- A lady takes the custodian up in the Ferris
wheel for her own protection.
9:00- Knapp arrives with his lunch in a botany case.

0

1894
During the past few weeks I have been exploring
some old, and not so old, Indexes and have read a bout
events tha t interested me. T he C lass of 1894 remembers
wcH its pale green I ndex, which was published during
the last year of Grover Cleveland's first term as president of the U n ited S tates. A surname was appearing in
the newspapers with great regularity during this time
because it was adopted for an automobile, the F ord,
only a year old , w hich from all indications p romised to
b~ the car that the working rnan could aITord. H e rc on
the campus of ISNU there were 23 faculty members
under the d irection of President John W. Cook. The
Football Association p layed six games, and won fou r
and lost two; the fina l game was p layed New Year's Day,
and Normal defeated Bloomington High School 12 to 0.
An event of importance reported in the '94 Index was
titled Students at the Fair.
Of all the visitors at the Fair, students were the most
active at first, the most easily tired, and yet the best
"stayers." Most Normalites hunted up the ISN U exhibit
in the east end of the Illinois building, and found the
custodian 'at lunch.' The next thing done by a typical
student was to look at the register to find 'who'd been
here' and the n:uncs of those who were 'doing' the Fair

• Director of Alumni Relations
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9 : I 0- Graybill calls to find Van Cleve; leaves orders
and lunch.
9:20- Van Cleve arrives and demands Graybill's lunch.
9:50-Kanaga registers and induces Skinner to do the
same.

I 0:00- A committee on the ' teaching of physiology,
temperance, and evil effects of narcotics on the h uman
system• demand evidence that the above has been done;
custodian shows them the work and lights a cigar. Later,
he listen s to a lecture.
l 0:20-Sutherland and M iss - - - arrive. Kanaga mistakes him for B. F. Vaughn and proceeds to congra tulate
him on his recent message. M iss - - - blushes and imparts a confidence to the custodian.
11 :00 (sharp) - Fifteen hungry boys assemble and invite
the custodian to go after their lunch. Later they ' line up
for lunch on the balcony' and the Blind Band plays one
of its most affecting tunes.

11: 15- A min ister asks if there be a North and a South
pocket size, which can be purchased for the convenience of visitors.
11 :40-Sutherland asks in vain for his lunch. Keeley
calls for his map.
11 :20--Thc three Misscs- - -get off the boat backwards and proceed to display fried chicken from 'home'
to the hungry 'cuss-todian'. Later, they imagine themselves crossing the billowy Atlantic firmly resolved not
to be sea-sick. Later, they take a ride in the ambulance.
Later, they view the hearse exhibit in the transportation
building and take in the illumination.
I :35- Miss E. M.- - -, of P- -, brings six infants
munch ing popcorn around to rest. Said infants arc tied
with a rope and have a despairing look.

2:15- Old gen tleman mistakes the clay work for Indian
1·clics.
2:40- Miss B - , of \-\'- -, breathless, reports that
'one of the little ones is lost.'
THE A LUMNI Q UARTERLY

J OHN W. COOK (left) served as president of ISNU during 1890-1899,
lc:::win;; Normal to become the first president of Northern at DeK alb. T o
t;le ri=:ht is a scene fam iliar to U niversity s1udcnts of yester yea r. Do you
remember this office and the activities ta king place the re?

3:07- Mr. Fclmlcy .1sks if he did not leave lunch se,·eral days before- and the band plays.
3: l 0-Dixon comes to look at the register.

3:42- Klingcr brings pc:ic hes from the Pacific coast
a nd is a popular man.

4:20- Mass-mccting

:oday you will find a few students who have heard
about the "Daily General Exercises" of the past. Here
read just three paragraphs with me from the I 904
I ndex about The Day Everybody Laughed at General
!exercises.
It wasn't the day Ex•president Cook's unexpected ca1l
caused such a transformation on President Fclmley's
face and postponed the report of the DeKalb delegation. That day a few of us smiled. :-.Jor was it the day
the Eureka basketball boys were occupying the platform
when Miss Cummings came in, started to rnkc her regular place, saw the usurpers, stopped, turned, and 'ducking' her head to suppress a titter that she felt coming,
walked to the back of the room hunting a scat. That
day we all smiled.

peaches are passed around.

5:00- Lunch by the lagoon.
5:40- Thc band plays-last appearance for the day.
6:00-'Thc ploughman homeward plods his weary way.'
ormalitcs felt at home at the Exhibit and usually
called more than once. The chairs were not numerous,
but were free and somewhat restful. The exhibit of the
IS;,,IU received its share of attention. I ts value, to those
who prepared it, to those who inspected it, and to those
who passed it by, is a matter of conjecture which YE
ED ITORS do not wish to agitate, elucidate, or elaborate.

: \1

It wasn't the day President Felmley \mdertook to translate the song, Lauriger Horation, got 'stuck' on the third
line of the second stanza, called on Professor ).,ianchester to translate, who said, ';-;row Mr. Felmley, I think
it would do you good to dig that out!' To the Latin
students the words had a familiar sound and they smiled
aloud.

1904
During the next 10 years many exciting events
were taking place. T he Battleship Maine blew up in
the harbor at Havana, and war followed with Spain.
The H awaiian lslands were taken over by th e United
Stacs. President William McKinley was assassinated,
and Theodore Roosevelt became the twenty-sixth President of the United States. Late in December of 1903
on a wind-swept Virginia beach, O rville and VVilbur
Wright made the first successful airplane flight, just
10 years after H enry Ford's first " Flivver" started scaring horses. By 1904, the ISNU faculty had grown to
34; and D avid Felmley was president, Henry McCormick vice-president, and the senior class boasted 50
members. For a good many years nov,• "General Exercises" have been missing from the daily rou tine of the
ISNU student, but the memory lingers on, and even
FEBRUARY,
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. ·either was it the day when the President of the , ·Vrightonian Society announced that the society would hold
its regular meeting Saturday night at ten-thirty. That
day we giggled.

1914
What about 19 14? This was the year of the first
complete motion picture; the P anama Canal was opened
for world trade· the First World War broke out in
E u rope, and Pr;sident Wilson proclaimed the U nited
States neutral. W hile Europe was busily engaged in
war, I 27 ISNU seniors were busily engaged in completing their work for graduation, and a faculty of 66
under the direction of President Fclmley was busily
preparing students in teacher education. On page 95
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of the I 91.J. / ndex directly under the pictures of
Arseneau, Stc,·enson, and Lancaster is an article devoted
to the Philadelphia Society, the rival of the Wrightonian
Society. This bit of writing should recall some happy
memories for members of Philadelphia and a tinge of
gall for the \\lrightonians.

sian Cathedral Quartet to _·ormal. T he Apportionment
Board allowed $2 1.40 for tennis, $150.00 for movies an;J
$262.92 for H omecoming. Wrightonia won, and the
football team won 2, lost 4, and tied 2. Let's take a
1924 look at The Football Season.
When Coach Horton called for recruits for the football
team, sixty-ti,·e men reported. From this group of
material he was able to pick a team which gave more
than one fan a surprise. Even \Vesleyan wondered what
he had out at :--;onnal, when we scored on them Thanksgiving Day for the first time in three years. Many of
the men were playing their first year of football, only
fo·e letter men reporting, which was a great handicap
to a new coach.

Philadelphia
Without doubt there is no yea r in the annals of the
Philadelphia Society which can equal the success of the
year just finished. From the very minute the Phils began
to walk the streets of Normal in their return in the
early autumn, to the last goodbye on commencement
day, plans were made for Phil. :Vot only have plans
been made, but they have been faithfully executed.
With Mr. Stanislaus Arseneau as president during the
fall things swricd with a rush. Very early were the
ranks of the society gone through to g lean out material
for a winning lot of contestants. Carefully were many
tried out, and at last the choice was made. U nanimously
Philadelphians stood back of their chosen people and
put up the biggest show of loyalty the school has ever
witnessed. Throughout the weeks of the fall every pro•
g ram w:u carefully planned and every number faithfully executed. Recognizing the sterling worth of one
of its fairest daughters, Philadelphia chose for its leader
during the winter term :\1iss ~,fnry Adeline Stevenson.

With only three weeks of the winter term to don their
armor in, the Phils prepared for the annual battle.
Little did they boast of 'castles-i n-Spain' or immortal
( ? ) heroes of days gone by. By day and by night they
worked unceasingly. Every Phil was made to feel that
it was a crucial time in the lifo of Philadelphia and that
sterling support would win the clay. The morning of
the contest d:i.y dawned, rosy, and bright, and fair.
'With almost breathless impatience lessons were said
and the time of contest had come. To the people on the
neutral ground and to our friends, the enemy, we owe
our thanks for the acknowledgement that the loyalty
of the Philadclphians was the strongest our school has
ever produced, Winning the contest was easy when backed
by such support, and this has gone on throughout the
year. The Phils won both first places in the Edwards
medal contest, and first pl:tces in oratory a nd decla•
mation in the contest of the lllinois State Association
of Literary Societies held at >lorthwestern University in
May.
T he spring term saw Mr. Thomas J. Lancaster ascend
the throne of honor. The Phil play, 'The College Politician', was given during the early part of the term, and
was a huge success. In tercst has kept u1> through the
bt1sicst spring term the school has known, and Philadelphia ends the year 1913-14 in a blaze of glory and
enthusiasm.

1924
Tn the year 1924, the oldest radio station in the
United States celeb rated its fou rth birthda y. Silent
Calvin Coolidge was the nation's President. New restrictions \,·ere written into the immig ration laws.
Robert Dollar's ocean liners provided round.the-world
tours to the Ame rican public. On the campus of ISNU
the Student Council celebrated its fifth birthdav · the
lecture board had been able to bring the famou; 'Rus-
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The past season, on the whole, was a success, not probably from the number of games won, for after all
that is not what matters so much. The training of the
participants and rooters for good sportsmanship and
fair play is what puts a school before the people. And
certainly Old :\'ormal's football team carried tha t spirit
with them.

1929
During the year 1929, people were still talking
about the "Lone Eagle's" solo flight across the Atlantic
which had been made by a you ng fellow from Minnesota whose name was Charles A. Lindbergh. President
Herbert Hoover \,·as just getting settled in the \•\ fhite
House when the great stock market crash shook the
world. This year was the end of the road for a great
many people, but for the C lass of 1929, it was just the
beginning. l11inois State Tormal Uni\·ersity celebrated
its seventy-fourth hirthday, and David Felmley was
directing the affairs of the University. In t.he Index
under the heading of "Col1cgc Days/' one of the scribes
of the staff presented a dia,,,. H ere arc a few of his
clays spent at IS:\'U.

College Days
September 8- 0id put my rubber boots away and up
to college for registration clay was at hand. The line
in front of the Executioners' Building did have the
appearance of being as long as it was green. Gently
tipping my hat as I majestically trod along, I heard
many exclamations of joy and anticipation. Busted the
line at the door. And so about my registration.
October 13- Did read in paper that football team waged
a mighty battle against Lincoln College but to no avail.
Muddy. Cold. What price glory? I think I'll start
drinking too.
N'ovcmbcr 17- Away! The Fell Hall Dance. Nice gowns.
Most boys had on clean shirts. Roommate says he saw
a chaperone smile once.
December 12- Sa t in front row during Gen. Ex. in•
tcntly wa tching Durant, the magician. He knew T had
him so he didn' t ask me to come up on the platform.
lie thot1ght Mrs. Pricer looked easy. She was, they say.
April 13- Dumb motion pic ture progranl as usual.
June 6- Long march to the sta.ge for the exercises.
HOT. J.O:-.:G speech. Rather inspirational M times.
Trod forth for the Sheepskin witho~1t error for had practiced it many times.
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

FELL GATE, a campus
landmark well known to
all former University students, was erected in
1915 in memory of Jesse
\V. Fell, founder of N ormal, and dedicated by his
grandchildren.

1934
The g reat war machine of Italy under the direc•
tion of Nlussolini mo,·cd against the almost primitive

nation of Ethiopia. Franklin D. Roosevelt was Presi•
den t, and little did people realize how long he would
occupy the Executive Mansion on Pennsylvania Avenue

in Washington. The 1934 graduates were the first to
take their diplomas from the hand of ISNU's new
president, R. W. Fairchild. Homecoming reached new
heights under the direction of C. M . Hamme rlund and
R. W. Fogler. T he 1934 Index carried the following
fl omecoming

Homecoming- the wee k-end of wee k-ends: th e most
brilliant annual occasion of every college's social life;
the Mardi-Gras of the ca mpi- was brought to life for a
pulsating three-day existence on the ca mpus o f Old
'.'formal. Luncheons, dances, parties, banquets, plays,
initiations, and just '\'\'here have you been?' sessions
figured in the celebration .

1948
War had covered the earth in 1944, and these were
some of the headlines: ALLIES I NVADE FRANCE ;
U.S. MARINES TAKE MARIANAS : U.S. FORCES
LAND I N PHILIPPI 1 ES. The war had its telling
cfTects on ISNU; and if the Navy v.1 2 unit had been
absent from Nonnal town, your Alma Mater would
have ha,·e been in the same predicament as Vassar.
Life was very different on the campus and somewhat

tributions during the war years that followed. The students on campus ,vere doing their part to can11 on, and
one of the most active groups according to the 1944
I ndex was the Student War Activities Board.
T he Student War Activities Board directed all war
activities for students on campus such as the mak ing
of surgical dressings, sewing and knitting, mailing and
metal salvage . Chairmen were faculty member, Miss
Mary Webb, and studen t, Patric ia Moore. The ISNU
Red Cross ca nteen corps was a part of this work.

I948, '49, '50

The year 1948 found the Nation putting President
H arrv S. Truman back in the White House much to the
surprise of the Repuhlican Party. Cortisone, a hormone,
made the news in l 949, and for the first time in history
1:'--1cumatic arthritis sufferers found relief. The year
I 950 brought the fact to the world that the I 900's were
half over, and the second half of the century was upon
us. For the 1948, '49, and '50 Classes of ISNU other
things were making history. The partially filled class•
roo:11s were being occupied by returning GI's. Cardinal
Court was operating in hig h gear, and "the fami ly" had

moved onto the campus for the first time. Illinois State
Normal like everyth-ing else was recovering from the
war years, and once again peace was settling o,·e r Old
rormal.

press 26 ISNU men had given their lives for their

It has taken 60 years to make this bit of history.
We have hurried from the fi rst Ford to the hydrogen
bomb, from President J ohn \\". Cook to President R. W.
Fairchild. Yes, I have invaded your store of memories
and thoroughly enjoyed it. '.\1uch of it, to me, can only
be interesting because I wasn't there : but to you, it's
more than a page or so of interesting facts, because you

country, a nd many more were to make the same con-

were the re!

mixed up, for the yea,· 1944 found the men on the
campus "keeping hours" and the Homecoming Q ueen
and her court rode in a gasless Homecoming parade in
a horse drawn wagon. By the Time the Index went to

F EBRUARV,

1954
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Graduate School Alumni
Peter Lee Abell, Jr. (M.S. '52) has
been teaching social science in Clinton
High School since 1951.
H arr,• L. Adams ( M.S. '46) of Plainfield has taught in the J oliet Township
High School and Junior College since
1948. He writes that last summer he held
an Air Force scholarship to the National
Air Age Education Workshop at the University of Colorado. He is the lapidary
instructor for the Joliet M incralorist
Society and a co-operating supervisor of
student teachers from the Northern lllinois State Teachers College. He also has
supervised some student teachers from
ISNU.
Vernon Ardell Adams ( M.S. '5 1) this
year accepted a new position as English
teacher and wrestling coach at the Ottawa Township Hig h School. He formerly
taug ht at \\1edron.
Carroll Raymond Anderson ( M.S. ' 48)
has been teaching English in the Oak
Park and River Forest High School since
1948.
\\lilliam F. Anderson ( M .S. '48), director of alumni relations at ISNU since
I 950, served as youth director for a
Blooming ton church two years before accepting his present position.
E. H . Antons ( M.S. ' 47 ) has been
principal of the Lombard Junior High
School, Galesburg, since securing his
master' s degree.
Dean Oris Arbogast ( M.S. ' 52 ) teaches
vocal music and industrial arts at Streator
Township I ligh School.
George R. Babigia.n ( M.S. ' 51 ) is a
junior tec hnical administrative assistant
nt Wayne University, Detroit, Mich. H e
assumed his new duties in November.
Prior to tha t date he was assistant business manager at Lake Forest College.
M iss R uth Vivian Banc (1LS. ' 51 ) has
taught beginning and advanced typewriting in the Decatur Hig h School since
1942.
Robert George Barnes (M.S. ' 53) is a
state public school psychologist. He
handles psychological testing in school
systems in Iowa.
Sister Mar y Coleta Barth ( M.S. '49)
teaches business ed ucation at Aquin High
School, Frce1>0rt. She also acis as a
purchasing agent.
Buford H. Bass ( M.S. ' 51 } is an instructor in health .ind physical education
at 1s:--:u.
C harl es F. Beck (M.S. '52) found it
necessary to give up coaching at Plainfield clue to a back injury. He is now
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What About These Alumni?
What' s happened to the ISN U alumni who obtained master' s degrees from
the U ni\'ersity? Questionnai res were mailed in December by the Bureau of
Appointments to the 327 who hold master's degrees. The query was made at
the request of the graduate council publicity committee, with the help of
the alumni office.
Graduate work was started at ISNU in the summer of 1944, when the
first advanced courses were given. Requirements of the T eachers College
Board state that all University departments that offer advanced courses and
the individual graduate courses :i.s well must be approved by the governing
body. Growth in the graduat e program has been gradual over the I0-year
period. When advanced work in health and physical education for men gets
underway this summer, all departments except the department of agriculture
will be offering curricula leading to the Master of Science in Education degree.
The alumni who responded to the recent query represent many different
University departments, since they specialized in many fields. Their years of
graduation are included in the news notes found on the accompanying pages.
A limited study of statistics obtained from the questionnaires as the
Quarterly went to press shows that the majority of the 327 graduates, or
256, are 10<:ated in Illinois. Twelve are in California; ten, in Michigan; nine
in Iowa; fi\'e each, in Ohio and Indiana, and four in New York. Others are
scattered over 16 additional states. Only three a re located outside the United
States.
The alumni replying hold many types of positions. An analysis of the 243
positions described shows 50 are in administrative work, 150 arc in teaching
positions, 23 are in miscellaneous educational posi tions, and 20 are no longer
in the educa tion profession. The average salary of the 242 alumni who supplied data on salaries is $4,520 for nine or more months. The average salary
for all the men reporting is about $500 more than that for wo1nen; but women
in certain types of positions, such as elementary teaching, have a slightly
higher a\'erage salary than men. \-Vhen data are averaged by positions, superintenden ts of schools have th e highest salaries.
Many of the alumni who hold master's degrees from ISNU are continuing
advanced study, according to this survey. Additional graduate work has been
undertaken by 108 of those reporting.
serving as a field assistant and representative of the Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States. He has just
finished a year as president of the , v iii
County ISKU Club.
Cad J oseph Bell (M.S. '50) is a certified school psychologist in Des Moines,
Iowa. He makes diagnoses and recommendations for children with personality
and/ or ed ucational problems.
Mrs. Norma ,vhil"vcr Bicdcnharn
(M.S. '53) has taught in the Blooming~
ton Public Schools for the past five years.
Miss Isabel Katherine Billings (M .S.
'45) teaches in the elementary schools of
Oak Park.
Miss Elfrieda H arriet Bochncrt (?-.,LS.
' 50) is supervising principal of the Forest
Park and Lincoln Schools at Joliet.
Miss L ucile ~1aric Bohrer ( M.S. '53 )
teaches special education for mentally
retarded children in the St. Louis, i\1o.,
school system.

William W. Boyle ( M.S. '52) is a
Pfc. in the U nited S tates Army, stationed
at the Aberdeen Proving Gro unds, Md.
He was drafted in September, 1952 and
took his basic training at Camp Gordon,
Ga. A note from him mentions that he
works in th e com puting laboratory, one
of seven at Aberdeen, as a mathema tician.
Miss I nez Lorenc Brandner (M.S. '52 )
has been principal and sixth grade
teacher at the M cKinley School, Marseilles, since 1951.
Leroy Francis Brandt ( M.S. 1 48) is
principal of the Potomac High School. He
writes that he has 95 pupils and likes his
position very much. He was high school
principal at Middletown during 1948-52.
Vincent B. Brasi ( M.S. '51 ) is prin
cipal of th e East Coloma School at Rock
Falls.
Gaylord Paul Bridges ( M.S. ' 52)
teaches woodworking at Streator Township High School.
4
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Graduate School Alumni
Karl Br ix ( M.S. '51 ) is band direct-,r at Strea tor Township Hig h School.
Miss Frances Nadine Brooks ( M.S. ' 50)
is a visiting social counselor in Blooming ton. She previou sly taught mentally
retarded children m the special education program at ISNU.
Orville 0 . Brown ( M .S. ' 53) is a home
mechanics teacher in the Lincoln Junior
High School, Rockford.
Richard P. Brown ( M .S. '48 ) has
been principal or the Metamora High
School since 1950. He writes that he
served as presiden t of the 'Woodford
County High School Principals' Association during 1953-54. He was also elected
president of the Illio Conference for
1953-54 and president of the M etamora
Lions Club for 1953-54.
R ichard \ \'illiam Bruno ( M.S. '51) of
Harvey is a salesman for the United
States Tobacco Company. He taught the
eighth grade at Roberts-Thawville Community Unit Schools during 1951-53.
Ha.old John Buckmuhl ( M.S. '53) of
St. Charles has been teaching social science and driver training at West Senior
Hi gh School, Aurora, since Jcnuary
1949.
J oseph Calvin Buford ( M.S. '47) has
been an assistant professor of geography
at Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio, since 1948. He is now
on leave of absence from the university
finishing his second year of work on a
Ph .D. degree at the University of California at Los Angeles. H is wife, the
former Zola Ruth H arvey (M.S. '48),
has been teaching in the Westchester
Hi gh School in Los Angeles the past year.
J ames C. Bush (M.S. '51) has been
principal of the Stanford Community
Consolidated School since I946.
Miss Alta Lorene Butz ( M.S. ' 51 ) has
been head of the business education department at Streator T ownship High
School since 1942.
Don Carlock ( M.S. '48) has been a
consultant in health education for the
DuPage County Tuberculosis Association
since 1948. He lives in Glen Ellyn.
John R. Carlock (M.S. '50) is an instructor in biological science at ISNU.
C harles C . Carter ( M.S. ' 49) is an
assistant professor of elementary education at Kent State U niversity, Kent,
Ohio. He formerly was an instructor at
Eas:.crn Oregon College of Education,
LaGrande, Ore., during 1949-51 and
held a graduate assistantship at the University of Oregon , Eugene, during 1951 FEBRUARY,
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53. H is wife, the former Alyce Ka 1hryn
Lo; cfeil {M.S. '47 ) teaches extension
courses at Kent State University.
Mordecai Bernard C hamberlain ( M.S.
' 50) teaches mathernatics and science at
Forrest High School. He previously
taught at Cornell High School during
1950-52.
Paul D uane C ham ness (M.S. '50) is
now principal of the Sandwich High
School. He was a teacher there during
194 7-53.
Laverne i\1. Changnon ( M.S. '53) is
a private in the Army. He is stationed
at the Aberdeen Pro\'ing Grounds, Aberdeen, Md.
Since 1951 \ Villiam George C hase
(M.S. '48) of Gardner has been senior
supervisor in charge of training and
personnel work for the U. S. Rubber
Company at Joliet. Prior to that he was
a high school principal and teacher.
Howard R . C lark ( M.S. '46) has
taugh t biology and speech at the Lewistown High School since 1945.
H erbert A. Clawson (M.S. '51 ) is
1>rinci pal of the Mattoon High School.
He was physics and chemistry instructor
in the school from 1946 to 1952, when
he assumed the principalship.
Robe rt Lee C ramer ( M .S. ' 52 ) teaches
algebra, chemistry, and physics at the
Vandalia Iligh School. He has taught in
the same school since 1942.
Mrs. M ary W . C retcher (M .S. '47) is
a French and English teacher in the
junior high and high schools at Adrian,
Mich.
\Varren S. C rews (M.S. '51) serves
as a faculty assistant at JSNU.
D wight Ralph Crum (M.S. '52) is coordina tor of distributive education at
Streator Township High School. H e
writes that he organized the first federally reimbursed distributive education
program at Streator in I 941. An average
of 20 train_ecs and 16 local stores participate in the program.
J oseph E. Crum (M .S. '47) has been
elementary superintendent of schools at
Streator since 1951. He held similar positions at Ellsworth and New Berlin before
going to Streator.
Howard Paul C urry ( M.S. '46) is a
sixth grade teacher in Rockford. During
1947-52 he was :ln elementary principal
in Bloomington.
A former teacher at Petersburg, K e n•
ncth LeRoy C urry (M.S. '51) is now a
chemist for Corn Products Company,
Pekin.

Fred A. Dale (M .S. ' 5 1) is now principal of the Edinburg H igh School. He
taught there in 1951-52.
J ohn Dal Santo (M.S. '51 ) is teachinf!" printing and woodworking at the
Dupo Community High School. Mr. Dal
Santo was recently discharged from military scn·ice.
Dean H. Davis ( M.S. 148) is superintendent of the Tremont Community
District. In 1951 -52 he was the principal
at Chebanse.
Robert M ilton Davis ( M.S. '5 1) is
scr\'i ng as a principal and tea cher at
Pleasant Plains this year.
Donald Walter Defenbaugh (M .S. '53)
is on leave from his position as principal
of the Goodfield Grade School. He is
studying at Stanford University, Palo
Alto, Calif., on a Ford Foundation Fellowship. Prior to beginning his studies in
California, Mr. Defenbaugh, accompanied
by his wife and three children, made an
extended tour of Canada and the United
States.
4
Miss Minnie DeHass (M. S. 53) is
teaching fifth grade in a Springfield
school. In 1951-52 Miss DeH ass was an
exchange teacher in England, and she
w rites that since then she has lectured
to some 50 different groups on her ex•
perienccs there.
Mrs. Spencer DcPauw {Muriel M cK inney, M.S. '50) teaches general science
at Normal Community H igh School.
Miss C arol Barbara Diller (M.S. '51)
has been educational director at '.Mennonite Hos1>ital School of Nursing since
1952. H er work consists of planning
courses, rotation of clinical experiences,
and contacts with doctors and other in•
structors as well as teaching.
J esse I. D urham ( M .S. 50) , assistant
coach, commerce teacher, and business
manager at Princeton High School,
writes that he has an interesting job. He
keeps the school books, docs the banking,
and runs the school store in addition to
assisting with the coaching and teaching
a few classes. With $15,000 given the
school last year by unknown donors, it
was possible to purchase new band uniforms, new typing desks, and other equipment needed in the commerce department. The principal's office and mai n
office \\'ere ref umished also.
William G erald D uvall (M .S. '53) is
guidance director and classroom teacher
at the Neal Junior High School, North
C hicago. He carries on a testing pro4
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gram and docs pre-high school counseling.
Milton Cha rles Eastman ( M.S. '47 ) is
a speech thcr.ipis: in the Peoria Public
S chools. Ilis work CO\'Crs the correction
or speech defects among speech handi'-'~ppcd children. Mr. Eastman also serves
as a clinical supen·isor and critic teacher
in speech correction at Bradley University. H e writes that he has h eld all
offices in the lccal chapter of International Council for Exceptional Children.
L~st year he served on the state commi!tcc for th e revision of the lllinois
Pbn for the speech defective. Mr. Eas:1-:1~n last yea r also spoke before the .\°;l•
tional Society of Speech Correction and
)-Ic1r!ng Teachers meeting held in Detroit, Mich.
Homer F. Ely ( M .S. '49) is coordinator of business education at Alton. Mr.
Ely was responsible for 1he organi1,lltion
of a distributive education program there
also. This progrnm has ex panded to such
an extent that it was necessary to add a
distributive education coordinator last
year. Mr. Ely is vice president of the
Illinois Business Education Association.
I le previously served as treasurer and
secretary.
Francis Anthony Evers (M.S.'50 ) is a
Latin-English teacher in Aurora. He
taught Latin and English at Rock Jsland
and Minonk-Dana l Iigh Schools in
1945-53.
Vcrlc L. Fairfield ( M.S. '52 ) has
taught in the social science department
of the Kewanee High School for the past
four years. Mr. Fai rfield states that a
$1,390,000 bond issue has recently been
approved for a new high school and
elemen tary school in Kewanee. He is
looking forward to seeing many of his
friends in 1957 when JS:-,JU celebrates
its centennial.
Lloyd G. f cngcl ( M.S. '49) has been
a music instructor at Oak Park since
1950. He directs the work of orchestr:i.
and band instruments in four different
schools.
Gordon L. Fidler ( M.S. ' 52) teaches
shorthand, typing, bookkeeping, general
business, and office practice at Illiopolis
High School. :Mr. Fidler is the author
of an article accepted by the Illinois
Vocational Progress for publication in its
next issue. The magazine is published by
the Illinois Vocational Association.
Mrs. J ean Lukens Fletcher (M.S. '53)
is a :cacher of educable mentally handi-
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capped students at Bent Junior High
School, Bloomington.
Arthur J ames Flynn (M.S. '51 ) is an
;•n~!yst in the engineering division of
Eure'.~a Williams Corporation, .Bloomington. Before starting to work at the Eur('ka Williams plant in 1951, Mr. Flynn
\,•ns an assis:an: traveling auditor for the
State Farm Insurance Companies.
Jo'.rn T homas Fox (M.S. 1 51 ) is the
c1cmcntnry supcr\'isor of Scott Count)',
O.1,·c-i port, Iowa. He supervises 45 co\inty
schools.
Alber! Joseph Freese ( ~1.S. '51) has
bc?n an instruc~or and supervising
:c~cher at the Illinois Soldiers and Sailors
C!lildren·s School, :-,J'ormal, since 1949.
Jo·cp°i LeRoy French ( M.S. '50) has
jus: been discha rged from two years'
m;!i!~ry du·y and has returned to his
position as faculty assistant at ISNU.
Before entering service he was a counselor in the St>ccial education program.
Raymond Floyd Gale ( M.S. '•17) is a
core curriculum teacher at Highland
P;::. rk l-l i3h :";choo1 . I-le is teaching in
one of the first cu rri cu!um prog rams of
i•s kind started in Illinois 12 years ago.
The program includes American literature, American history, and allied subjects of economics, sociology, and psycho!og)'· Mr. Gale states that he has
completed work for a Ph.D. except for
his dissertation, which will deal with an
evaluation of the expcri1nental program
in which he has been working.
J ames Weldon Gallagher (M.S. '52)
teaches in the high school and junior
college at Belleville.
Albert Leonard G arber ( M.S. '53) is a
fifth grade teacher in the Matheny Elementary School, Springfield. He has held
his position since 195 1.
Charles Gerald Garrison (M.S. '48) is
principal of the Central School, . ·ormal.
During I 948-50 he was principal of
Washington School, Peru.
Blaine B. Gemeny ( M.S. '53) was promoted to the position of superintendent
of the Goodrich Area Schools 1 Goodrich,
Mich., in 1953. He had previously been
princip:,;I of the Goodrich High School
for two years.
Charles Henry Gcsslein ( M.S. '53) is a
special educa tion supcr\lisor in CedarScott Counties, Iowa. He helps schools
in the district meet the needs of exceptional children.
Tilio Giacobassi ( M .S. 1 50) has been
superintendent of the Mansfield Consolidated Grade School since 1952.

G lenn Donald Gilbertson (M.S. '52)
is a coach and teacher at Herscher High
School.
Sherwin G erald Gilbertson ( M.S. '52)
is spending his ele,·enth year at . ' ewark
,is assistant principal and supervisor of
physical education.
Spencer LaTeer Gilmore (M .S. '53)
is health and physical education teacher
at Irving Junior High School, Bloomington.
Ro!Jcrt Erle Glenn ( M.S. 1 51 ) is principll of grade and high schools at Milton
this year. Ile taught mathematics at
C lin ton High School in 1951-53.
Mrs. Lorett~ Coultas Glossop ( M.S.
'50) docs classroom teaching and directs
plays at Winchester High School.
Will Edwa rd G lynn ( M.S. '50) has
been principal of the \Veldon Grade
School since 1946.
James f. Goff ( M.S. '47) is an instru~tor in health and physical education
at IS:-.: U. He joined the staff of the Uni~
versity in 19·~6.
Miss Hazel Gladys Graham ( M.S. '49)
has taught social studies and E nglish in
the Bloomington Public Schools since
1949. At present she is working with
two groups of seventh graders.
G lenn A. Grever (M.S. '52) was recen tly promoted to corporal while se1ving
in Korea with the 25th Infantry Division.
Rushed to Korea during the early days
of the conflict, the 25 th took part in
some of th e most bitter figh ting on the
peninsula. Cpl. Grever, who arrived in
Korea last April, is a radio operator in
the Division's 27th Regiment.
E. Wayne G ross (:'vl.S. '46) has been
a supervising teacher and instructor in
the laboratory schools at Indiana University, llloomington, Tnd., since receiving
his master's degree. 11r. Gross is coauthor of a general science series of books
for junior high school which is being
published by Henry Holt and Company.
The last of the sc1·ies will be printed some
time in I 954. He is also physics editor
for School Science and Mathematics, a
journal of the Central Association of
Science and Mathematics Teachers.
Frank Charles Hackman (M.S. '48) is
assistant principal and mathematics
teacher a t Lexington High School.
Rober< L. Hade ( M.S. '51 ) teaches
general chemistry and quantitative analysis at Carthage College. He formerly
taught in the Abingdon High School.
Formerly a teacher of social science at
Western Illinois State College, Macomb,
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Charles Hammerlund (M.S. 'jl ) is
now junior high school principal and
assistant coach at the Strawberry Point
Consolidated Schools, Strawberry Point,
Iowa. H is wife, the former :Marion Ku•
dclas (degree 1950) is teaching the first
and second grades in the same system.
Miss Virginia Lee H artman (M .S. '52)
teaches commercial subjects and English
a t the Heyworth High School.
Willis ;\lclvin Haughey ( M .S. '50) is
principal of the West School, LeRoy.
~r. Haughey describes the school as
being rather small, with 72 pupils for
all eigh t grades. However, it has an
athletic program, music and art work, a
speech correction ist, and a hot lunch
program.
M;ss Virginia May Hayn ( M.S. '53)
h as taugh t sho rthand and typing in the
Sterling Township High School since
195 1.
J ames Eudean Heald ( M.S. ' 52 ) is an
education specialist at Ft. Riley, Kans.
He holds the rank of coq>0ra l. For the
past six months he has served as the
senior supervisory instructor and curriculum coordinator for 11 elementary
schools, conducted on the post for
trainees and their non-commissioned
officers who have less than eight years
of civilian schooli ng.
Miss Patricia .Mary H einzman ( M.S.
'53) is teaching in a related arts program at the Wilmette Junior Hi gh
School.
Thomas Royce Hensley ( M .S. '53)
is doing advanced work at the U niversity
of Illinois toward a Doctor of Education
degree.
M rs. Helen Hall Hess ( M.S.'53)
teaches fourth g rade in the Peoria Public
Schools. She ,..-rites that in addition to
her regular teaching, she is tutoring tw-,
children with reading problems. This is
her special field of work, and she i;
hoping to find fullt ime employment ir,
it somewhere in the Peoria area.
William Lee Hodge (:M.S. '49) has
been an clc-mentary shop teacher in
Springfield since I 9+9. He is serving as
president this year of the Springfield
Classroom Teachers .•\ssociation. He
writes that he was also a delegate to the
Illinois Education Associat ion represen•
tati \·e assembly in C hicago December 2830.
J ohn Mitchel Hodges ( M.S. '51 ) ser\'es
as assistant dean of boys, director of
testing, director of transporta ti on, and
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also teaches two classes in mathematics
at Pekin H igh School.
Mrs. ~'larion Davis Holloway {M.S.
'48) supervises the health and physical
education program in 26 elementary
schools in Rockford.
William George Hooper (M.S. '49)
has been a guidance counselor in the
Mattoon High School since 1951. He
works in all areas of guidance.
Wendell Howard Hoover (M .S. '51 )
serves as gu idance director and instruc-•
tor in social studies at Lewistown High
School.
Roy Lewis Hostettler ( M.S. '47) has
taugh t in the Bloomington High School
since 19-17. His work is in guidance,
American History, and journalism as
adviser to the school newspaper and
yearbook staffs.
\ \lilliam Eugene Howard (M.S. '53)
is principal of the Ha llsville Grade
School, a four-room rural school in the
Clin ton Unit District.
Harold Ralph Hungerford (M.S. ' 53)
is stationed at a U. S. Air Force Hospital, Tinker Air Force Hase, Midwest
Ci ty, Okla., as a preventive medicine
specialist.
J ohn Leslie Husmann ( M.S. ' 50) is
principal of the new school at Crystal
Lake. He writes that the school is lo·
cated near a beau tiful resident ial area
and is complete in every detail, including even a rubber-t0pped playground.
Vormcrly head of the vocational printing department at Joli et Township High
School and Junior College, Donald J.
Imig ( M.S. '50) is now chief class counselor . He organizes and supervises guidance services for the senior class, which
is composed of 511 students this year.
He is responsible for seeing that each
student meets his requirements for graduation.
\\lilliam David Tsermann ( M.S. '50)
is a theological student for the Catholic
priesthood at St. Paul Seminary, St.
Paul, Minn. He states tha t he has not
done any regular teaching since receivin g his master's degree but gives religious instruction to children as part of
his training. He keeps in touch with
l SNU through the Alumni Quarterly.
Miss Kathleen Cecilia. Jarrett ( M.S
' 46) is director of special education in
the Bloomington Public Schools.
J ames B. J ennings (M.S. '48) has
taught social studies at Center Township
School, La Porte, Ind., since i\ovember,
1952.

Carl Chris Jensen (M.S. 1 50) has
been superintendent of schools in Blakesburg, Iowa, for th ree years. He states
that the school has a current enrollment
of 77 students in high school and 145 in
grade school. His duties include teaching
high school classes in mathematics and
science as well as directing a 53-piece
band and a hish school chorus of 60
voices.
Ral1>h Wayne J ohnson ( M.S. ' 51 ) is
a high school mathematics teac her at
LaGrange. During 1951-52 he taught
the same subject at Streator Township
H igh School.
Marvin M. Johnsto·, t M .c:;. '.'1?.\ ~crves
as athletic director and teaches industrial
arts in the Mahomet High School.
Paul Anthony Keller ( M.S. '53)
teaches health and ph ysical education
classes and serves as coach and counselor
in th e J acksonville Junior High School.
Miss Ann Catherine Kellison (M.S.
'4 7) is a private duty nurse in Bloomington. She served for cigh t years as educational director at M ennonite School of
!\"ursing, Bloomington.
Stanley Robert Kennedy (M.S. '48) is
a teacher and coach in the Parchment
Ju nior H igh School, Kalamazoo, Mich.
In 1948-51 he taught at the Lincoln
School, Danville.
Miss Betty Keough ( M.S. '52) is an
instructor and supervising teacher in
physical ed ucation at the Illinois Soldiers
and Sailors Children's School, Normal.
Newell L. Kessinger ( M.S. ' 50) has
been band director at Farmington since
1947. l--l e works with both high school
and junior high school bands.
Voris V. King ( M.S. '49) is an instructor in the earth science department
at :,.J'orthern Illinois State Teachers College. M r. King and his wife have been
building a new home and expected to be
able to move into it the first of the year.
He recently extended an invitation to any
of his old friends to d rop in to see him.
Carl Fred Kohrt {M.S. ' 50) has been
band director at Tuscola since 1948.
Leo J. Leathers (M .S. ' 53) is science
department supervisor at Libertyville
H igh School. His home is in Mundelein.
Oran B. Leffingwell (M .S. '+8) left the
teaching profession in 1945 because of
his health. He is now forming near
Chenoa.
Forrest Lee Lesher {Yi.S. ' 52 ) is an
instructor in geography at 'Wisconsin
State College, M ilwaukee.
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John Jay Liebman (M.S. '53) is a
seventh g rade teacher at Latham. His
wife, the former Alma U phoff ( M.S. '51 ),
has not taught since securing her degree,
Robert James Lindsey ( M.S. '50) is
assistant principal o f the Summerdale
Elementary School at Rockford.
William Walter Lochbaum ( M.S. '50)
has been coordinator of curriculum for
the Streator Elementary Schools since
1951. He work directly with all curricu•
lum committees and provides resource
materials for classroom teachers.
Miss Edna May Lohman ( M.S. '49)
teaches history, geography, and art in
the seventh and eighth grades in the
Waukegan Public Schools.
Warren J. Lowe ( M.S. 1 52) is an industrial arts teacher in the Streator school
system.
Miss J essie l'\'I aric Lucas ( M.S. ' 52)
has been health and physical education
instructor for girls at ½'est Senior High
School, Rockford, since 194 7. Miss Lucas
writes that she enjoys her work very
much and feels that the school offers a
fine program of h ealth and activity. The
department includes four women and
four men teachers, serving 1,550 studen ts.
Miss Elizabe1h F. Lund (M.S. '51) is
a counselor and girls' physical education
instructor at No rth High School, Bakersfield, Calif.
S ister Mary Simeon M cCoppin (M.S.
'51) teaches commercial subjects in a
parochial school at Mt. Sterling.
J ames i\1cOonald ( M .S. '50) is principal of the Hardin Grade School. He is
also serving as commander of the Calhoun County American Legion Post.
M iss Rosemary McGee ( M .S. '49) is
on leave of absence from her posi tion as
instructor in physical education at ISNU.
She is doing advanced graduate work at
the State University of Iowa and serving
as a research assistant there.
Miss i\fary Elizabeth M cGraw (M.S.
•-i9) has not been teaching this year because of the death of her mother and
illness of her father. During 19jl-52 she
taught English at Benton High School.
Formerly an instructor at \-Vestern Illinois State College, Miss Dorothy Louise
McNcill (M.S. '•i9) is now teaching
physical education in Pacific High School,
San Bernardino, Calif. The school was
just opened in September.
Harold Da" id M anuel (M.S. '47) is a
supervising tr-~,..~?~ - ( sc!ence and mathematics at Roo~e· ,-!~ High School, Gary,
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Ind., for student teach ers from I ndiana
University.
Donald Robert March ( M.S. ' 50) is
in his seventh year as a counselor for the
Bloomington Public Schools. He states
that he was previously employed as a
principal, teacher, and coach, but has
derived the mos t satisfaction from his
counseling position.
M rs. Helen Jordan Martens ( M .S. '52)
is an instructor in mathematics and
commercial subjects at Heyworth High
School.
Stanley Leroy Mason (M.S. '52) has
been a physical science instructor at
Lewistown Community High School since
1946.
Robert M. Matone (M.S. '50) is principal of the Lowpoint-Washburn Junior
High School and Lowpoint Grade School.
Fred !\1ctzkc, Jr. ( M.S. '50) teaches in
the arts education department at Florida
State University, Tallahassee, Fla.
Richard Carl Meyer (M .S. '52) is in
his second year of teaching art at the
Ellis J unior High School, Elgin.
Miss Lois Norene Meyers (M.S. '50)
teaches fifth g rade in the Raymond
School, Blooming ton.
Mrs. Delores M cM illin Miller (M.S.
'51 ) is girls' physical education instructor in the Elgin Public Schools.
Ralph Edward Miller (M.S. '52) has
been
elementary superintendent at
Georgetown since 1940.
Edward Milton Mitchell (M.S. '51) of
M oline teaches commercial subj ects in
the Reynolds High School.
Mrs. Nellie J ones Moline (M.S. '51)
is M cLea n County assistan t superintendent of schools.
E ugene H arrison Morin ( M.S. '53) is
an instructor in eighth grade general
science, reading, and spelling in the
public schools or Lompoc, Calif.
Lindsey Gardner :M orris (M.S. '47)
has been employed by the Central Michigan College of Educa tion, Mt. Pleasant,
Mich., as a social studies critic teacher
sincc- the fall of 1947. His work is in the
Mt. Pleasant High School, where he
teaches and supervises student teachers in
four classes of American history and
government. for the past three years he
has also served as director of testing for
the Mt. Pleasant Public Schools.
Charles J. ~1orrison (M.S. '50) has
taught English at Bloomington High
School since 1947.
M iss E leanor Ruth !\•f orrison (M.S.
'50) is a recreation and camp leader

for the nature and camping division of
the City or Cincinnati Public Recreation
Commission. She cond ucts nature and
camping activities with school classes
during the spring and fall. She serves as
a camp counsellor in the day camp dur•
ing the summer. She also works as a
crafts specialist in community centers
during the winter period.
Leonard William Mueller (M.S. '49)
teaches geog raphy and history in addi•
tion to coaching baseball and cross
country at Streator Township High
School.
Joseph Valentine Naffziger ( M.S. '50)
is assistan t principal and mathematics
teacher in LeRoy High School.
Bertram Eugene Nafziger (M.S. '49)
is athletic director and mathematics instrnctor at the Richmond-Burton Community H igh School. He writes tha t he
a nd his wife, the former Alvera Beatty
(degree 1945), live on a 30-acre estate
a mile from Richmond. D uring the summer months Mr. Nafziger helps keep the
grass mowed and docs other odd jobs.
The school at Richmond was completed
in 1949. According to Mr. Nafaiger, it
is one of the few not overcrowded. The
school has a capacity of 300 students,
but the present enrollment is 120. Classrooms arc each large enough for 40 students.
Charles Samuel Newton (M.S. '52) is
instrumen tal music consultant in the
Bloomington Public Schools.
Loren Ralph Nicol ( M.S. '50) is
superintendent of the LeRoy Communi ty
District. He w rites that while he enjoys
his work very much, life was much more
simple and less complicated when he was
a classroom teacher. Mrs. Nicol was
formerly Agnes \Vilder (diploma '39).
The Nicols are the parents or four
children.
~faurice J . Nicolay (M.S. '50) is
principal of the Danvers High School.
J ohn Heelen O ' Connor (M.S. '51)
teaches history at Champaign H igh
School. He also assists in coaching football, basketball, and baseball.
\Villi.am Henry Odenthal (M.S. '51 ) is
a social studies teacher in a Joliet junior
high school. He writes that he is attempting to devise a suitable core program for
the community.
]. Fred Ottilie (M.S. '53) is distributive education coordinator in the Rockford Public Schools.
Andreas Athanasios Paloumpis ( M .S.
' 53) holds a graduate research fellowship
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at Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. The
fellowship, sponsored jointly by the Iowa
Conservation Commission and Iowa State
College, is known as the Iowa Fisheries
Research U nit.
Rober t Henry Parker (M.S. '50) is
stationed in England with the United
States Air Force.
Ralph Joseph Paulsen ( M.S. ' 49) is a
mathematics inst ructor in the Strea tor
rownship High School.
R udolph Louis Pedrotti (M.S. '51) is
a research assistant in organic chemistry
a t the University of Illinois.
Andrew George Perhach ( M.S. '53) is
a fifth grade teacher in the Whittier,
Calif., Public Schools.
Jack Persky ( M.S. ' 51 ) teaches social
studies and English at the Morse Elementary School, Chicago. He also teaches
the same subjects to immigrants in night
classes under the adult education p rogram. With his e lementary work, he
serves as upper grade book coordinator
:ind sponsor of the student council.
M ilton LaVernc Poka rney ( M .S. '50)
has been principal of the Gridley Elemen•
tary School since 1950. Mr. Pokarney is
a t present a member of the M cLean
County T est ing Committee and chairman
of the McLean County Elementary Athletic Committee, and he served as a
delegate to the annual Illinois Education
Association conference in C h icago in
D ecember.
Robert K eith Pomrenke {M.S. '51) is
a sergeant in the U . S. Army.
William D ean Popejoy ( M.S. '50) is
an instructor in mathematics at IS:"JU,
teaching and supervising student teachers
in the University High School.
\ \lill bm Kenne th Posorskc ( M.S. '48)
is head of th e ma thematics department in
the Roc helle H igh School.
C ha rles T . Powers ( M.S. '50) is princ ipa l of an elemen tary school or 170
pupils in Blue Island. He also teaches
the eighth grade in the school.
Alfred J ohn P rice ( M.S. '52) is superintendent of schools at Hampshire.
Raymond H en ry Q uenscl ( M.S. '49)
is now superintendent of sch ools at
)l'ewark. He was su perintendent at Rut•
land in 1950-53.
Pfc. J ohn A. Radka ( M.S. '52) is stationed in Japan, whe re he serves as an
English instructor for the Japanese nationalists working at Camp Tokyo. He
also teaches similar classes to Japanese
government employees. Pfc. Radka hopes
to beg in teaching in the United States imFEBRUARY ,
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mediately upon completion of his foreign
se rvice tour in August. H e writes that
he was pleased to learn that Dr. F rancis
Belshe is in J apan since he is a former
student of the IS. ru professor. Pfc.
Raclka plans to visit Dr. Belshe in the
spring.
Miss Harriet H a ley R eams ( M.S. '48)
has taught the second grade in the M cM innville, T enn. 1 Public Schools since
1948.
D empsey E llis R eid ( M.S. '46) has
been an assistant professor at Western
Illinois State College since 1946. He reports that since he is chairman of Western's athletic board of control, he meets
I SNU health and physical education department faculty members quite frequently and so keeps informed on affairs at

I SNU.
Thomas S. Richardson (M.S. '46) has
been an assistant professor of music at
the University of Ilinois sin ce 1949. Mr.
Richardson has been editor of the Illin ois Music Educator for the past seven
years and is president of the Illinois
Music Educators Association. He will
serve as guest conductor at the first
general sessio1) of the national meeting
of the Music Educators Conference in
Chicago in March.
George Edwa rd R iemer (M .S. '51) is
superintendent of the Prophetstown Elementary School Distric t 75.
F rede ri ck Barton Robbins ( M.S. 1 51) is
an Eng lish instructor in the General
Motors Institute, F lint, M ich. M r. Robbins states that th e p resent enrollment
of the institute is around 2,600.
Kenneth Edward Robley ( M.S. '52)
h as been assistant principal and science
instructor a t Lovington High School
since 1942. Mr. Robley mentions in his
report that in 1954 he is completing his
twenty-fifth year of teaching. He reports
that he has made good use of his
master's thesis since he was e lected to
the Lovington Village Board last May
and put in c harge of the water works.
Morris J ack Rosenthal (M.S. '52) is
o ne of two art instructors in a junior
high school in Ontario, Calif.
Mrs. Origcn Ross {Ruth L ee, M.S. '49 )
is with her husband in England while he
i~ stationed there with the U . S. Air
Force. Mrs. Ross, who reported Queen
Elizabeth's coronation for the September
Alum ni Quarterly, is attending the University of Reading, Reading, England.
She expected to teach four weeks in a
secondary school and four weeks in a

g rammar school following Ch ristmas vacation. Her note to the Bureau of Appointments described the secondary
schools as having children of junior high
age and the grammar schools as including boys and girls from the ages of 11 to
17 who arc above the average.
Miss E kelena Ruben ( M.S. '52) is
teaching fifth a nd sixth g rades at New
Holland. She was an instructor in the
Medora High School from 1942 to 1953.

Dennis Wayne R uble ( M.S. '52) is a
psychiatric worker at the Ft. Bragg, N .C.,
U .S. Army Hospital.
Ernest L. Ruzich ( M .S. '53) has been
social studies teacher in the L ake Bluff
Elementary School since 1947.
Mrs. Richard Sanderson {Mary Hildega rd e Fosse, M .S., ' 51 ) is teaching English at the Meredith H igh School, Meredith, N.H.
Mrs. Gen evieve Wilson Sanstrom ( M .S.
'52 ) has taught the second grade in the
Momence Elementary School since 1947.
John Otto Scanauino ( M.S. '48) is
teacher and coordinator of distributive
education in the Olney school system. He
also handles the textbook rental system.
\ Valtc r Carl Sch ueuc ( M.S. '47) is a
real estate salesman in Normal. He was
principal of the Greenview Consolidated
Elementary School for one year, 1947-48.
Chester Alfred Schultz (M.S. '51)
teaches industrial arts in the Downs•
Ellsworth Community Un it School.
\ \lilliam L. Sch ultze (M.S. '51 ) is
assistant manager of a Scars Roebuc k and
Company store in Dubuque, Iowa. He
writes that although he always enjoyed
teaching, he finds a great deal or satisfaction in his position in the retail field.
Miss E1i7,abcth Eileen Scott ( M.S. '52)
teaches vocal music a nd English in the
junior and sen ior high schools in Allegan,
Mich. She describes the country around
Allegan as a haven for sportsmen and
says that it is very beautiful. She finds
her work most satisfactory and her fellow
teachers friendly and cooperative.
I n ;'tddition to teaching social science
at St. Helens, Ore., J oh n R icha rd Scott
( M.S. '47) is selling life insurance £or
the Ohio National Life Insurance Com·
pany. H e a lso is serving as the Columbia
County chairman for the Marc h of Dimes
this year.
Russell Wayne Severe (M.S. ' 53)
teaches E nglish and acts as journalism
adviser in a Niles, M ich., high school.
Irving A. Shears (M .S. '50) has been
K endall County superintenden t o f schools
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since 1949. H e was reelected to a fouryear term in 1950.

Andrew Lut her Shotick ( M .S. '52)
teaches the educable mentally handicapped children of junior hig h school
age in the Freeport schools. He did ad, ·:mced g raduate work at Syracuse Uni,·crsity, Sy.-acusc, ;\l.Y., last summer.
R ex A. Siron ( M.S. ' 52) has been
supe rintende nt of schools at Minooka
si nce 1948.
Miss Martha Amel ia Slyter {M.S. '52)
is assistant superi nte ndent of sc hools in
Grundy County.
A:-:hur E:lward Smith ( M .S. '49) is a
resea rc h assistant in the teacher placem:::.nt office a t the U ni\"crsity of Ill inois.

l le plans to comple te preliminary cxamina1io ns for an Ed.D. degree during the
summer of 1954 .
Nelson R . Smith ( M.S. '48) is an instructor in audio-visu:i.l education :i.t
1S:'\U . 1-!c also serves as Uni,·crsity photographer and as an assistant in publicity.
Miss Bette Jean Soldwcdcl (M.S. ' 53)
i~ .:.n instructor in educa tion a t ISNU .
She also acts as a n assistant in the
Psycho!o~ ic:i.1 Counseling Se rvice of the
U niH:rsity and an assistant to the director of women's residence halls.
Miss Nellie EJ i7,abcth S parks (M .S.
'50) is a supcr\'ising teacher in elementary physical education in the campus
labora tory school of Wisconsin State
College, Superior, Wis. She also teaches
co lle,A"e physical educa tion classes. Miss
.:;p:\rks inau gura!c<l a student teaching
prog r:tm for clemrntary physical education majors.
Vrcdcrick Charles S1>icgcl {M.S. ' 50)
is working toward a Ph.D. degree in
political science at the University of
lllinois,
J ames Edward S taker ( M.S. '49) is
school psychologist and director of adult
education at Rich High Sc hool, Park
Forest.
i\•l iss Evelyn 1\lartha Stalter (M.S. '48)
teaches g irls' physical education in the
Bremen Community H igh School at Midlothian. Miss Stalter· writes that the
school is a new one whic h ODened for
the first time in September. The building, she says, is exceptional in that it
was built for IO dollars per square foot,
a new low in school building costs.
M iss Erma Steele (M.S. '53) is doing
her first year of teaching at the new
Limestone Community Hi gh School, Ba r•
tOn\'illc.
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J. Russell Steele (M .S. '48 ) is an instruc tor in health and physical education at 1s:--.--u and an assistant in publici:y. J Iis leave of absence during the
1952-53 school year was spent in ad\'t.nccd study at th e U niversity of Wisconsin.
Mrs. John Steinmetz (Esther Mac
Hileman, M.S. '48) has been direc tor of
girl~: physic-al ed uca tion at an elemen tary
school in Larchmont, ~.Y., since 1951.
11iss Saralca Storts ( M .S. '48) is now
li\·ing in Los Angeles, Calif. She taugh t
health ed ucation at the YWCA in R ockford in 19-18-5 3.
Mrs. Lillian J anet Sutton ( M.S. '52 )
·c:ichcs fifth and sixth grades in the
Webs,er School, Peoria.
Edmond H. Tavcirnc ( M .S. '48) is
principal of the Big Hollow School at
lng!csidc. Mr. T a"eirne explains that it
is difficult to secure qualified teachers in
h:s area, and every distric t is growing
r:ipidly because of families moving out
from (:hirago. Mr. T,wcirne's school is
plan~ing a building program .
Miss :\1arion Louise Thomas (M.S.
'50 ) has rnught mathema tics and general
science in T hornton Township H igh
School, 1la r\'ey, since 1948. She li\'es in
l31uc lsland.
Donald Richard Thomsen (M.S. '49)
is civilian director of Army dependents'
schools for the U.S . forces in Austria.
His wo rk deals with teacher placement,
fina ncial matters, curriculum development, purchasing of supplies and mater•
ials, a nd fostering a program for the improvement of instruction.
Capt. John Graham Thomsen (M.S.
'48) administers a school in which officers
of the Air Force arc trained to instruc t
in the various observer fields such as
na,·igation, electronics, :ind r:ich-ir. He
has been stationed :it Ellington Air Force
B:isc, Houston, Texas, since 1950.
Frank Carl Traeger ( M .S. '46 ) is a
farmer as well as minister in Bloomington. He has been serving a Bloomington
churc h since 1947.
Robert T heodore Trumpy ( M .S. '51)
is principal of the elemen tary school a t
T remont.
Donald Arthur Turnquist ( M.S. '52)
is in hi s second )'Car of teaching at
Downs. He is also athletic director there.
i\tilton Monroe Undcrkoffier ( M.S.
'50) is :rn instructor in science and
mathema tics at General Beadle T eachers
College, Madison, S.D. H e began his
work there last Se ptember.

Ja m es J oh n Valcsa no, Jr. ( M .S. '53)
is principal of the Washington School at
Peru.
M rs. J osephine Cos1ama \ Valkcr ( M.S.
' 53) teac hes elementary physical education in the O ak Park Public Schools.
Miss Lillias Kilpatrick Walker ( M.S.
'49 ) is Grundy Cou nty superintenden t of
schools with offices in the Court H ouse
at Morris.
Lowell M . Waile r ( M.S. '48) is a
counselor ;H the student counseling
center, State Coll ege of Washing ton,
Pullman, , ,Vash. ~fr. W,ilter states that
the cou nseling cen te r is unde r the administra tion of the dean of students nnd
thus is an integral part of the stude nt
pe rsonnel program.
A teac he r of graphic ,irts in the Streator T ownship High School, Ben H . \ Vcstla kc ( M.S. '51) also sponsors the school
yearbook.
G oo,ge Elwood Wheeler ( M.S. "49) is
an elementary princi pal in Bloomington.
\Villiam V. \ Vhite ( M.S. '52} is director of the Cni\·e rsit y Press at ISNU. He
super\'iscs the production of printing and
sen·es as a n instructor.
\ Villiam \V. \ Vhitehousc ( M.S. '49}
lrns been teach ing business education
subjects since 1946 at Hoopeston.
Edward Hugh \ Vhitmore (M.S. '51 )
holds a gradua te assistantship to the head
of the department of educa tion at Ohio
State Uni\'Crsity. H e also works as a
pan-time 1nathcmatics instructor a t Capital University, Columbus, Ohio.
Wayne W. Wigell (M.S. '49), formerly
instructor in psyc hology at ISNU, now
teaches and directs testing and research
in the Jolie t J unior College.
Miss C harlotte Elizabeth \ Vilcox ("M.S.
'45 ) is a n assistant p rofessor in biological
science at ISNU . She has completed
academic work toward a doctorate at the
U ni\'ersity of 111inois.
Edwin Frederick Wilde ( M.S. '53) is
an assistant instructor at the U niversity
of Illinois while studying the re.
Bert David Williams ( M .S. '49 ) is
su perintendent of the Posen-R obbins Elementary School Distric t. H e makes his
home in Palos Heig hts. Mr. Williams
was supcrintCndent of schools at Beach
Park, ·w aukcgan, during 1937-52.
Miss Zelma A. \ Villiams (M.S. '52) is
a rt instructor in the Ri\·er forest Public
Schools.
Orian \Vordcn ( M.S. ' 53) is a private
in the United State Army.
( Con tinucd on page 3 1)
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Alumni News Exchange
J oseph L. Page (diploma 1896) retired Oct. I, 1953, from the position of
bailiff of the United States District Court
· of North D akota. He had been bailiff
for almost 12 years. The Fargo Forum,
daily newspaper of Fargo, N. Dak., carried a leng thy article conce rning Mr.
Page's accomplishments and activities.
He has been a homesteader, political candidate, and banker, as well as court
bailiff durin g his 78 years. Mr. Page
writes that one of his daughters taught
for 14 years in Detroit, Mich. She is now
married and living in Manila, P.I., wh ere
he r husband is managing editor of the
D aily Manila Bulletin. She was in the
receiving line recently when Vice President Nixon and his wifo visited Manila.
Mr. Page's brother, John Page (diploma
1896), lives with one of his sons at
Maxbass, N. Dak.
Mrs. Doris Dooley Valentine ( I 90305). San Diego, Calif., visited in Bloomington during the holidays. During her
stay at the Hamilton Hotel, which was
built and owned by her father, Mrs.
Valentine was hostess at several social
events. She held a party, tea, and open
house in the li\'ing room of the YWCA
and was hostess to the teenage girls of
the Lucy O rme Morgan Home. She also
entertained members of the Avolonte
Club. Mrs. Dooley is interested in religion, travel, politics, and geneology-she
is a descendant of Betsy Ross. She has
made her home in California for the
past 10 years.
Miss C lara Geltmacher ( 1904-05) recently paid her first visit in I 5 years to
Bloomington, he r home town. After attending ISNU, Miss Geltmacher transferred to Illinois \1/esleyan University
where she took u p library work. She
work ed in the JSNU library for several
years before moving to Los Angeles,
Calif., with her mother in I 913. In California she worked for a millinery wholesale house for many years. Since her retirement several years ago, Miss Geltmachcr has taken on ci\'iC projects in
her community. She works for the R ed
Cross and gi\'es one day a week to the
blood bank.
In D ecember Dr. R obert R. Hudelson
(diploma 1908) received the Doane
Award for outstanding contributions to
ag riculture. Dr. Hudelson, clean of the
University of Illinois College of Ag ric ulture and d irector of the agricultural
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It's a Small World
Editor's Note: The following news
item was obtained from the questionnaire sent out by the Bureau of Appointments in the study being made of
ISNU master's degree graduates. Due
to the distance involved, it was not
received in time to include in the news
notes on the preceding pages.
Charles C . Yahr M.S.'50 went to
Pakistan in June, 1952, to assist Dr.
C. W. Sorensen of the ISNU geogra•
phy department in his work there. Dr.
Sorensen was sent to Pakistan by a
New York publishing company to arrange for the preparation of 15 textbooks in history and geography to be
printed in the Urdu language.
When Dr. Sorensen re turned to the
ISNU campus, Mr. Yahr and Homer
E. Shaw ( degree I 933) worked together in Pakistan to prepare the
manuscripts in English, editing them,
supervising the translation and the
calligraphy. Mr. Shaw is high school
editor for the publishing company. As
materials for each book were completed, they were shipped by air to
New York City where they were
printed and bound.
Dr. Sorensen was the senior geography author, working with Dr. K azi
Saied-Uddin Ahmad, University of
Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan. They were
assisted bv Dr. R obert S. Harper of
Southern Illinois University and Dr.
Wallace E. McIntyre of ISNU.
Mr. Yahr writes that several people
presently or formerly connected with
ISNU have been very active in this
educational project, which is unique
in that part of the world. He states
that the books, just now coming from
the press, arc being well received.

experiment station and extension service
in ag riculture and home economics, received the award at the annual conve ntion of the American Society of Farm
M anagers and Rural Appraisers in Chicago. Dr. Hudelson holds a master's deg ree from the Uni\'ersity of Missouri
a nd a Ph.D. from the University of Illir,ois. Before joining the University of
Illinois staff, he taught ag rnnomy and
soils at the U nive rsity of Missou ri,
served in World War I, and worked as
a farm manager for the Doane Agricultural Service, St. Louis, Mo.
)..lrs. Fred E. Stanton (H azel Glo\·er,
diploma 191 7) taught from 1922 to
19+5 in the Los Angeles, Calif., city

schools. Her husband is a retired attorney. T he Stantons expec ted to leave in
January for a six-week trip through
Mexico.
Mrs. M a x Brame r (Faye J ohnson,
1917-20) , Wheaton, is serving as chairman of the DuPage County committee
for the 195·~ Heart Fund drive of the
Chicago Heart Association. Mrs. Bramer
is a former candidate for the Illinois
state leg islature. Her husband is a den~
tist. The Chicago area is seeking $610,000 as its share in the nation-wide $11,000,000 campaign being conduc ted by
the American Heart Association with
whic h the Chicago association is affiliated.
Carpentry for the Building Trades is
the title of a book written by Elbert A.
Lair ( 1918-21 ) , instructor of building
trades at J acksonville High SchooL T he
book has just been published by the McGraw-Hill Book Company. Mr. Lair has
been a member of the J acksonville High
Sc hool £acuity for 31 years. H e has desig ned and drawn specifications for and
supervised the construction of more than
100 new homes and industrial buildings
in Central Illinois.
Miss Alva Price ( 1916-21 ) operates a
physicians' and surgeons' telephone ex•
change in Centralia. A former teache r in
Hillsboro and Centralia, Miss Price was
a girlhood friend of Major General Willian F. D ea n, who recently returned
from imprisonment in Korea. According
to an article in the Centralia Sentinel of
November 12, the general called Miss
Price when he visited his home town of
Carlyle.
Ray Litherland ( degree J931 ) resigned
December l as supe rintendent of the
Home r Community Consolidated School
District. His health had been poor for
se\'eral years. Mr. Litherland had been
associated with the Homer Schools for
the past 18 years, j oining the staff as
coach and teac her. He holds a master's
deg ree from the University of Illinois.
His wife is an assistant dean of the University of Illinois College of Commerce.
Mrs. Rachel Sims Fabert (degree
1932), prima ry teacher in the Columbia
School, Champaign, is the author of an
article appearing in the November, 1953,
issue of The Instruc tor. The article is
captioned " Does Cotton Grow?" and
deals with the study of cotton made by
the author's second g rade students.
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Alumni News Exchange
Mrs. J. Lewis Bailen (Thelma Gol dman, degree 1935) is living in Bloom-

ington with her doctor husband and three
children. After her graduation from
lSNU. Mrs. Bailcn did advanced work
at the Unive rsity of Chicago a nd taught
at Amundsen High School, Chicago, for
several years. Upon returning to Blooming ton after the war, Mrs. Bailcn joined
the faculty at Illinois Wesleyan University as .tn instructor in the department
of sociology, where she taught for three
years.
Charles H . J ungels ( I 937-41 ) is an
attorney in Granite City. In addition to
his law practice, he operates a real
estate and insurance business. He obtained his law degree from W ashington
University, St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Jungels
was recently selected to serve as chairman of a fund-raising campaign for the
newly organized Protestant Welfare Association of Granite City. Funds derived
from the campaign will be used for the
first year's operation of the organization,
purpose of which is to conduct nonsectarian social service work without regard to race, creed, or color.
ln a note to Dea n Anna L. Keaton,
Mrs. William Weichert (Virginia \Voods,
degree 1942) writes that the Ahunni
Quarterly reports such growth at ISNU
that she doubts whether she'll know the
place when she retu rns to the campus.
Mr. Wcichert (degree 1939) teaches in
the public schools of Billings, Mont. He
plans to return to Berkeley, Calif., in the
summer for more study toward a Ph. D.
degree.
Miss Rose Marie Kraus (degree 1943)
was graduated in June from the School
of Librarianship, U niversity of California, with a Bachelor of Library Science
degree. She is now serving as a cataloger
rn the City College of San Francisco.
1v(iss Marjorie Ann Reeves (degree
19-i5) in January began teaching vocal
music in the elementary grades of the
Springfield schools.
Dr. B. T roy Taber ( 1943-45) opened
a dental office in Bridgeport ea rly in
:\'ovcmbe r. Dr. T aber was graduated
from the St. Louis University School of
Dentistry. He recently returned from
Anny duty in Korea.
Charles E. Alexander (degree 1946 )
is general s,1les mrnager of the Illinois
Farm Supply C :.mpany. He previously
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spent 15 ycnrs in school administration
work.
Mrs. Kenneth Sibley (Jean H andley,
19-i2-·~6 ) ,caches home economics at the
Ashland High School. Her husband is
principal of the South Lawn School in
Springfickl. They are the parents of two
children.
Mrs. Robert Beach (Margery Johnson, degree 194 6 ) is a special education
teacher for the mentally retarded in the
Oakl:rnd, Calif., schools. Her husband is
a sales representative for the Remington
Rand Typewriter Company.
]n a Christmas greeting to Dean Keaton, Mrs. Richard Lammers (~fartha
Lewis, degree 1946) indicates that she
and her husband, with their two small
sons, expect to return to Japan next
summer. M r. Lammers will receive a
Bachelor of Divinity degree from the
Oberli n School of Theology in June. The
Lammers met and were married in Japan
before returning to the United States
three years ago. They have applied for
rural evangelism work in the northern
part of J apan.
John D. Chambers ( 1945-47 ) is band
instructor at Mattoon High School. He
previously taught band for five years at
the .\'ian tic-Harristown schools.
Don F. Vandiver ( 1943-44, 1946-47)
has been appointed field assistant secretary-treasurer for the Champaign Prod uction Credit Association in Ford County. He will make his home in Melvin.
Mr. Vandiver was graduated from the
U niversity of lllinois in 1948.
Elroy Nickel ( 194 7-48) is coach at the
Bellflower High School this year. He
was recently discharged from the mili•
tary service. Mr. Nickel was graduated
from Kol'thern Jllinois State Teachers
College in I 951.
Harold W. Pai•ne (deg ree 1948) is
teaching in the West Phoenix High
School, Phoenix, Ariz. One of seven
schools in the system, the high school has
an enrollment of 2,600. Mr. Payne is the
father of two boys.
George William Brown ( 194 7-49) in
O ctober was named sanitarian for \Vhite
and Gallatin Counties. His offices are in
Carmi. Mr. Brown previously held a
similar position in the state of Washing ton. He has a B.S. degree in agriculture and an M.A. degree in biology from
Sul Ross State T eachers College, Alpine,
T exas.

Stephen Car uso ( degree I 950) is
teaching physical education in the Bent
Junior High School, Blooming ton. He
began his work November 9. Mr. Caruso
previously taught at China Lake, Calif.
Miss

Margaret

Mackessy

(degree

1950) teaches English and journalism at

Amboy High School. She taught the
same subjects for three years at \Villiams\"ille High School before joining the
Amboy school staff.
Raymond H . Montross ( degree 1950)
is a music instructor in the 'W ashing ton
High School, Washington, M o.
Bernard J. Schaitz (degree 1950) was
discha rged from military service last fall
in time to accept a position as eighth
grade teacher in the elementa ry school
at Round Lake.
\ Varrcn Wessels ( 1948-50) resigned
J anua ry 15 from his post as assistant
farm adviser in Iroquois County to accept a position as vocational agriculture
instructor in the Fairbury-Cropsey Unit.
Mr. Wessels completed work for a bachelor's degree a t the University of Illinois
in June, 1951.
Miss Virginia G raham ( degree 1951 )
is a stewardess with Trans-World Airlines.
Her home is in Bloomington.
A second lieutenant in the United
States Marine Corps Reserve, Don Bornell
(degree 1932 ) is stationed at Opa Locka,
fla. He and his wife, the former J ean
C. Head rick (degree 1951 ) live in a
trailer there.
Joe Konitzki (deg ree 1951 ) has appeared recently on two television amateur shows. While stationed in Seoul,
Korea, in milita ry service, he was chosen
to sing in a T eel Mack amateur show
which was filmed for tcle,·ision. The participants were promised a repeat performance when they return ed to civilian
life. Mr. J<onitzki took advantage of the
opportunity and was flown from his
home in Elg in to ?'Jew York on an expense-paid trip. H e won second place. Jn
December he appeared on a WGN.TV
Channel.
Mrs. G erald i\L Perkins (~farilyn
Recd, degree 1951 ) is a fifth grade
teacher in the Roselawn School, Dan\"ille. She taught at Morganfield, K y., in
I 952-53.
Ralph E. Thompson ( I 95 I -53 ) is
teaching at Stonington H igh School. He
formerly taught in the White Hall Public
Schools.
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From Alumni 1n Service
E.<lward L. Battiste (degree 194-9) recently was promoted to corporal while
serving with the 690th Field Artillery
lhtallion in Crailshcim, Germany. The
690th, a unit of the Seventh Army, is
part of the cordon of NATO defense
forces stretching :'I.Cross Western Europe.
Cpl. Battiste is a personnel clerk in the
battalion's headquarters battery.
Lewis Erisman ( t 948-50) has been in
the United States Ai r Force for three
years. A note to the alumn i office in November stated that he was then on his
way to Korea and Japan. He writes
that his college educa tion has been of
great va lue to him and he would advise
rnyonc to get as much education as possible before induction into the armed
forces.
Cpl. \\filliarn D. Francis (degree 1951 )
expects to be released from military
service next August. He is stationed at
Camp Atterbury, Ind.
T\\'O former ISNU students met at Ft.
McClellan, Ala., recently. 2nd Lt. Gerald
T. Lonergan ( degree 19.J 1) is an instructor at the Ft. Chemical Corps
School which Marine Corps Pfc. J erry
Augustus ( 1950-52 ) is attending.
Don E. Olsen ( 1919-51 ) received his
pilot wings and commission as second
lieutenant in the Air Force on November 2. The ceremony took place at the
J ames Connally Air Force Base, Waco,
Texas, where Lt. Olsen had received
his training.
Naval Aviation Cadet George S. C haudoin ( 1949-52) has qualified as a carrier
pilot after six successful landings on
board the USS i\•fontcrcy in the Gulf of
Mexico. Upon completion of instrument
flight training, Cadet C haudoin will report to the Chief of Naval Air Advanced
T n1.ining, Corpus C hristi, Texas, for
training in combat type aircraft.
Delbert Huclskoctlcr ( degree 1952) is
now stationed at Turner Air Force Base,
Albany, Ga. His squadron, formerly
known as th e 100th Air Rdueling
Squadron, is now called the 508th.
Edward E. Kaercher ( degree I 952)
has been .issigncd to the Army Signal
Corps Plant Engineering Agency. For
the past few months he has been working near Ft. Meyers, Va., installing fixed
station type high frequency radio equipment.
Lt. Robert E. Krones (degree 1952)
has been located at the Naval Air Station, Atsugi, Japan, since last August.
He may be addressed in care of the Air
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Support Section M-A-G- 11, FPO, San
Francisco, Calif.
Robert Nelson ( degree 1952) was on
his way to the .f\zores in December. He
i:. a navigator in the military Air Transport Service. H is wife, the former J oyce
Rehn ( degree 1952) , teaches in Bloomington.
Claude Taylor ( 1950-52) was discha rged from the Army in :--;rovember
and returned to his home in Deland. He
had been in Korea since December, 1952.
Pvt. Don Jamerson ( 1951-53 ) is stationed at Camp Chaffee, Ark., where he
is undergoing basic training.
Pvt. Don Layne {M.S. 1953) has finished eight weeks of basic training at
Camp Chaffee and writes that now his
training is just like going to college except that he has more hours of class
work. His classes include trigonometry,
calculus, plouing, shell dispersion, and
range estimation.
Richard P ayne (degree 1953) enlisted
in the Coast Guard in November and is
now located at Cape M ay, N.J.
Pvt. Rober t A. Ritzhcim cr ( degree
I 953 ) is finishing basic training at Camp

Rucker, Ala. He writes the alumni office
that the camp is located in a very beautiful -part of Alabama, and he enjoys the
scenery and the warm weather.
Pvt. Melvin H. Phillips (degree 1953)
is at Camp Gordon, C a.

Graduate School Alumni
(Continued from page 28)
Robert C. \ Vittrup (M.S. '51) teaches
social studies and physical education in
the Streator Public Schools.
M:iss Marjorie Lolita Yepsen ( M.S.
'50) has taught English grammar and
literature in the J efferson Junior High
School, Albuc1uerque, N.M., since 1950.
~iss Avis Lorraine Youngberg (M.S.
'48 ) is teaching in the social studies department at Waukegan Township High
School.
Donald Lou is Zabel ( M.S. '53) is
principal of Windsor High School.
O rville John Zillman ( M.S. '53) is
principal of the Cabery Grade School.
Herbert L. Zobel (M.S. '49) is completing course work for a Ph.D. degree
in geography at :---:orthwestern University.

Recent Arrivals to Alumni Parents
Girl born Oct. 23
Boy born May 5
Girl born June 7
Girl born Dec. 28
Girl born O ct. 23
Girl born Oct. 12
Girl born Oct. 16
Girl born 'ov. 29
Girl born Aug. 3 I
Girl born . ov. 22
Girl born May 3
born Sept. I 9
born Aug. 19
born O ct. 24
born Dec. 5
born Nov. 25
80)' born Nov. 5
Girl born Nov. 24

Boy
Girl
Girl
Bo)'
Boy

Mrs. Eldon Heer (Ruth Evelyn Schertz '41 L Lebanon.
Mrs. Henry T. Hall (Helen Pumphrey '44) and Henry
T. Hall (1942-45), Bloomington.
Mrs. Robert Floyd (Alice M cCorkle '46), Weldon.
Oclvine Schnecbcrg '49, Norfolk, Va.
:vlrs. Robert Galvin (Barbara Gast, 1946-49) and Robert
Galvin '49, Beecher.
:vlrs. Verle L.ine Fairfield (Helen S kinner '49) and
Verlc Lane Fairfield M.S. '52. Kewanee.
Arthur Urbanski ( 1948-50). Spring Valley.
Mrs. Robert Allan (Sarah Jane Sweeney '5 t) and
Robert Allan '50, Peoria.
Mrs. Kenneth M cilrath ( D. Lenore Luebbers '52) and
Kenneth Mcilrath ( 19•18-49) , Kirkwood.
Herbert Zobel M.S. ' 49, Evanston.
Mrs. Kenneth G. Zietlow (Geniece Klccka '52) and
Kenneth G. Zietlow '52, Iowa City, Iowa.
Mrs. Earle Boner (Nellie Bcnnctl ' 52 ) Williamsville.
Mrs. Albert Sanford (Gussie Smith '52), Chicago.
Roy Camboni M.S. ' 53, H insdale.
Warren S tcphey '53, Bloomington.
Mr. and Mrs. J ames Becker. ISNU.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. T empleton. ISNU.
Mr. and Mrs. John \Vesle, ISNU.
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COMPLETED t:AREERS
M rs. Mary S u:rrcll Vincent (diploma
1899) died suddenly on November 12.
She became ill while si tting with friends
in her car in front of Decatur High
School and died a short time later at St.
Mary's Hospital in Decatur. Mrs. Vincent
auendccl Decatur schools and was graduated from Decatur High School. After
completing her work at JSNU, she obtained a Bachelor of Science degree from
Columbia Cnivcrsity. She began teaching in D ecatur in I 905. She wris assistant
elementary supervisor in D eca tur before
she left in 1915 to become a critic teacher at Kans.,s State Teachers College,
Pittsburg, Kan s. She returned to Decatur
in 1917 and served as principal of the
Gastman .1nd D urfee Schools. She was
principal of the Lincoln School at the
time of her retirement in 1945. In 1920
she was married to Fred W. Vincent,
who preceded her in death.
Miss Frances \Valdron (d iploma 1903) ,
82-year-old retired teacher, died December 5 at her home in Delavan. Miss
\Valdron was born in Delavan and spent
her early life in and around Delavan.
She taught in schools in Delavan, DeKalb1 Dwigh t, and Chicago, retiring a
number of years ago. She is survived by
a brother and a sister.
Mrs. Raymond A. Fucs (Esther Haefele, 1928-29) died November 14 in
Kirkwood, Mo. Her sister, Mrs. Blanche
M . Hudson of Albion, notified the alumni
office of her death. Mrs. Fues was the
mother of two sons, aged 13 and 9.
Miss Bessie M cKan c ( 1936-37) died in
Kewanee Public Hospital !\ovember 6
following a stroke. Miss McKane had
spent her entire life in Galva. She attended the schools there and was graduated with the high school class of I 90 I
as valedictorian. She taught for 43 years
before retiring in I 9•~5 because of ill
health.
Capt. Gilbert H erm,ann ( 1939-41 )
was killed on the island of Okinawa on
O ctober 20. His body \vas sent home to
Rochelle, where burial took place on
Xovember 20. Capt. Herrmann was born
Jan. 23, 1922, in Steward. He attended
Steward schools and was graduated from
the Steward High School in I 939. Following the two years spent at ISNU, he
entered the Air Force as a cadet and received his wings Dec. 1, 1943. He went
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onrse.is with the Eighth Air Force in
April, 1944, and engaged in bombing
missions. H e 1·eturned to the States in
.\'ovember, 1944, serving as an instructor
until 1946 when he was discharged. He
reen tered active service as a reservist in
April, 1952, and was stationed at Langley Field, '.\'orfolk, Va., as a flying instructor with a ca1>tain1s rank. He went to
Okinawa in April, I 953, on a 30-month
assignment as operations manager. H e is
survived by his wife and an eight-yearold son.
Miss Iva J cancuc C risp {degree 1944 )
died following a heart attack at the Oak
Park Hospital .\'o\·ember 2 1. Miss Crisp

had made her home in Oak Park for 31
yea rs. She was principal of the Havlicek
School in Berwyn at the time of her
death and had served .ls principal in
\·arious schools in Berwyn for 27 years.
Miss Crisp did graduate work at Pestalozzi-Froebcl Teachers College, Chicago,
c1nd at the U niversity of Chicago. I nterment was at Griggsville, where she was
born.
Mrs. Chauncey M. \ Veidner (Esther
Hin thorn, diploma I 924) died December 30 at Oak Park. She had lived in
Oak Park and taught in the Chicago
Public Schools for the past 27 years. Her
husband and a daughter survive.

Marriages
Dorothy Cecil Bush '31 to Fred F. Harris. At home San Anton io, Texas.
Elizabeth Davis '40 to Samuel M. Gillespie. At home Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Mary Gugerty ( 1945-46) to J ohn Devine. At home Dixon.
Margaret S tipp '46 to W. J. \Voodfill. At home Henry.
Paul H. Jones ( 1946-48) to Mary Gunion. At home Danville.
Keith Bartlett ( 1948-49) to Mildred Payne. Al home Morris.
Richard M eElroy ( 1948-49) to Audrey Willette. At home Kankakee.
Duane Anderson ( 1945-50) to Sylvia Foster. At home Farmer City.
M arilyn Green ( 1950-51 ) to James Bosworth ( 1950-53 ) . At home Bloomington.
Arlene S hols '51 to Max Newby '51. At home Danville.
S tanley H. Strain ( 1950-51 ) to Donna Carter. At home Adelanto, Calif.
Mary Jane Anders '52 to Ralph C. Wilkinson. At home Aurora.
Jean Roberta C isler ( 1951-52) to Sgt. Wayne Rotsch. At home Lake City,
T enn.
Diana Ha ttan ( 1951-52) to Arthur Kolb. At home Benson.
Suzanne Heinzman '52 to Carroll Leon Boness. At home Indianapolis, Ind.
Barbara J ones ( 1948-52) to Harry E ugene Page, Jr. At home Pontiac.
Janet Charlene Norman ( 1950-52) to H arold F. Defreese.
J oyce Rehn ' 52 to L t. Robert M. Nelson ' 52. At home Bloomington.
Patricia Ann Windish ( 1951-52) to Paul Joe Griggs. At home Geneseo.
V irginia Anich '53 to \Villiam E. Bonham ( 1949-53) . At home East St. Louis.
LaRce Lou Bar r '53 to R oger Jacobson ( 1949-54) . At home Ottawa.
J oanne Kauffman ( 195 1-53) to Howard Logsdon. At home Tulsa. Okla.
\ Vanda Kramer ( 1951-53) to Jon Krause. At home Easton.
M arilyn M cVicar ( 1951-53) to Howard Eugene Kemnetz. At home Chatsworth.
Barbara Miller ( 1950-53) to Torman 0. Johnson, Jr. At home Amarillo,
T exas.
Alan L. Perry '53 to Jeannin e Richards. At home Alton.
Est her Recd '53 to Roger Monier. At home Sparland.
Donna Sizemore (1951-53) to D uane A. \\1oltzcn ( 1951-53). At home Normal.
Joan Smith ( 1951-53) to John R. Cave '52. At home San Francisco, Calif.
Ann Kalherinc Sullivan ( 1950-53) to Donald E. Powers. At home Dunlap.
Donna Rose \Vagncr ( 1952-53) to Clifford E. Jenkins. At home 'Washburn.
S hirley Ann \ Villiams ( 1952-53) to William H enry Burnette. At home Holder.
Virginia Breedlove ( I 95 1-54) to J ohn H . Putman ( I 952-53) . At home Normal.
Ruth Edmundson ( 1951-54) to \ Villiam Mann (1951-54). At home Normal.
Mabel Ma rie H ileman (1949-54) to Edward Ray Wilson ( 1949-51) . At home
:"formal.
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DIRECTORY OF ISNU CLUB OFFICERS
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY
President, M rs. Rachel Faber~ 404 Lake St., Urbana; Vice.
President, Mrs. M ary E. Sotka, 15 Sherwood Ct., Champaign; Secretary-Trcasurer, Miss Isabell Purnell, R.R. 1,
Champaign.

MACOUPI N-MONTGOMER Y COUNTIES
President, Miss Irma Obertino, 5 I 1 Taylor St., Litchfield;
Vice•Presiden t, Mrs. Ola Ni tz, Dorchester; Secretary•
Treasurer, Miss Rosa Burke, 212 Park Ave., Gillespie.

CHICAGO CLUB
President, Vernon Hamilton, 3133 S. 24th St., Bcllwood j ViccPresident, Mi1, Edna Lohman, 318 Ridgeland Ave., Waukegan; Secretary-Treasurer, Richard Noble, 1825 E. Evergreen, Wheaton; Assistan t Secretary-Treasurer, William E.
McBride, 1369 N. Hudson St., Chicago; Executive
Board Members, Miss Velma Stevenson, 3120 Oak Park
Ave., Berwyn; Dewey Fristoe, 2115 Evans Rd., l~lossmoor.

MADISON COUNTY
President, Mrs. Louise Strejcek, 142 N. K ansas, Edwardsville;
Vice-President, Stephen Paynic, 412 Planeview, EaM
Alton; Secretary, Mrs. Ruth Diessner. 635 Acton Ave.,
Wood River: Treasurer, Mrs. Mary Hm, 18 15 Lemon
Street Dr., Highland.

CHRISTIAN COUNTY
President, Mrs. Ni ta D. Cherry, 505 W. 6th St., Pana;
Vice-President, Mrs. Ada Songer, 6691/2 Hawley Ave.,
Taylorville; Secretary, Miss M ary Alice Morrissey. Stonington; Treasurer, J ames J. Doglio, Kincaid.
DE WITT COUNTY
President, Mrs. Imogene Blue, R.R. 2, Clinton; Vice-President, G. Ernest Smith, Kenney; Secretary, Miss June
Dickson, 318 W. Dodge St., Farmer City; Treasurer,
Thomas Goodwin, 11 2 S. Elizabeth St., Clinton.
FORD COUNT Y
President, Miss Ann Prescott, Tallula; Vice-President, Miss
Thelma Caldwell, Sibley; Secretar y-Treasurer, Richard
Bruno, Thawville.
GRU NDY COUNTY
President, Miss Mabel Allen, 750 E. Benton St., Morris;
Vice-President, Miss Antoniette Naretto, Braceville. Secre•
ta ry-Treasurer, John Dzuris, Coal City.
IROQUOIS COUNTY
President, Clifford Bury, Stockland; Vice-President, Richard
Murphy, Donovan ; Secretary-'Drea.surer, Mrs. Jean
Murphy, Donovan.
KANE-KENDALL COUNTIES
President-, M iss Jean Putnam. 333 Main St., Batavia; VicePresident, Robert Pittman, 33 Roosevelt St., St. Charles;
Secretary, L uther Van Meter, 353 Orch ard St., Elgin;
Treasurer, Chester Alexander, 775 South St., Elgin.
KANKAKEE COUNTY
President, M rs. M argaret Egan, R.R. 2, St. Anne; VicePresident, J ames Baker, 374½ N. Forrest, Bradley; Secre·
tary, M rs. L ucile O'Connor, 435 S. Myrtle, Kankakee;
Treasurer, Glenn Gilbertson. Herscher.
KNOX-WARREN-MERCER COUNTI ES
President, Warren La.Bounty, l01 Duffield, Galesburg; VicePresident, Miss Betty Steinhagen, Oneida; SecretaryTreasurer, William T. Hines, 1460 Beecher, Galesbwrg.
LA SALLE COUNTY
President, Dean Arbogast, 702 N. Shabbona St., Streator;
Vice-President, Mrs. Mary Stelling, 1101 Illinois Ave.,
Ottawa; Secretary, Miss Lillian Goll, 708 N. Park St.,
Streator; Treasurer, Robert Perry, Wedron.
LIVI NGST ON COUNTY
President, Mrs. Ruth Durham, 616 W. Cleary, Pontiac;
Vice-President, Mrs. Gladys Short, Saunemin; SecretaryTreasurer, Arnold Natzke, 1103 N. Mill St., Pontiac.
LOGAN COU NTY
President, Harry J ackson, 617 N. Hamilton St., Lincolnj
Vice-President, Robert S. Taylor, 905 Decatur St.,
Lincoln; Secretary, Miss Dorthy Sandleben, 454 Fifth St.,
~incoln; Treasurer, Miss Eva Anderson, R.R. I, Greenview.
MACON COUNTY
President, O. L. Hastings, Macon; Vice-President, Paul
Swearingen, R.R. 5, Decatur; Secretary, Miss Eunice Mize,
1038 S. 21st St., Decatur; Treasurer, Miss Olive Taylor,
I 146 S. 21st St., Decatur.

MC LEAN CO UNTY
President, Wesley Stephens, 309 S. Vale St., Blool'TUngton;
Vice-President, Warren Craig, 1004 E. Front St., Bloomington; Secretary-Treasurer, ~frs. Mary Harris, 25 U niversi ty Ct., ;ormal.
PEORII\ COUNTY
President, Miss Esther Baker, 212 Bradley Ave., Peoria;
Vice-President, Mrs. Katherine Maple, 1IO Ashland Ave.,
Peoria; Secretary, Mrs. Maria Bayer, 318 Archer Ave.,
Peoria; Treasurer, Miss Beverly Pyle, 212 Bradley Ave.,
Peoria; Executive Board Members, Mrs. Gladys W . Ro•
mine, 2613 N. Mad ison St., Peoria; Miss Margaret Lamberton, 4 16 College Ave., Peoria.
PIATT COUNTY
President, Miss Gwen Elder, 133 S. Piatt St., :\1onticello;
Vice-President, Clark Waldmier, Cerro Gordo; SecretaryT reasurer, Mrs. Gertrude Clapper, 625 E. Washington,
Monticello.
ST. CLAIR-MONROE COUNTIES
President, Mrs. Louise Streiff, 2708 E. Main St., Belleville;
Vice-President, Mrs. Florence Biehl, 114 N. 28th St .,
Belleville; Secretary, M rs. Betty Bucknell, 49 Southern,
Belleville; Treasurer, M rs. Patricia Gallagher, ~. 66th
St., Belleville.
SANGAMON COUNTY
President, Miss Gertrude Sampen, 112 S. MacArthur Ave.,
Springfield; Vice-President, Dr. Wilbur T. Reece, 1224
M assman Ave., Springfield; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Para
Sue Tomlinson, 2165 S. Tenth St., Springfield.
TAZEWELL COUNTY
President, \Villiam Frederick Turner, Morton; Vice-Presi~
dent, Ward G. Grundy, Morton; Secretary~Treasurer, Mias
Jeanne Wilson, Downers Grove.
VER MILION COUNTY
President, Harold J udy, 936 N. Gilbert, Danville; VicePrcsident, Robert Eaton, 908 Garfield PI., Danville;
Treasurer, Mrs. Clara S. Allen, 1429 Lincoln, Danville.
WILL COUNTY
President, Harry Adams,
Betty Lang, 7 18 John
M rs. Vera Wigell, 616
Members, Charles Beck,
sen, Elwood.

Plainfield; Vice-President, Mrs.
St., Joliet; Secretary-T reasurer,
Oneida, Joliet; Executive Board
Plainfield; Miss H ilda Christian-

WINNEBAGO-BOONE COUNTI ES
President, Mrs. Bever1y Lindsey, 1005 Grant Ave., Rockford; Vice-President, Glenn Oder, \ -Vinnebago; Secretary,
Mrs. Doris Mandeville, \ Vinnebago; Treasurer, Mrs.
Martha Erbes, 1530 West St., Rockford.
CLEVELAND, O HIO
President, Vice-President, Donald A. Younger, 10211 Greenhaven Rd., Brecksville, Ohio; Secretary, Mrs. Elsie Stroup,
373 Kensing ton Rd., Rocky River, Ohio.
ST . PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
President, Arnold D. Collier, P.O. Box 448, St. Petersbu,·~.
Fla.; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Bessie Spencer, 5565 21st
Ave., St. Petersbu rg, Fla.

CLASS REUNIONS

Com1nencement Day
at

Illinois State Normal University
SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 1954
Reunion Classes for 1954 Will Be
1948 - 1949 - 1950
1944
1934
1929
1924
1914
1904
1894
1884

COME BACI( TO ISNU THIS JUNE

1

